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Summary of Recommendations

This listing serves as a means of summarizing the recommendations contained in the report and

the audited university's reply.

Recommendation #1 We recommend MSU implement a formal

plan to eliminate cash deficits caused

by overspending in grant and contract

accounts

Recommendation #2

Recommendation #3

Agency Response : Concur. See page 85.

We recommend MSU management:

A. Implement procedures to strengthen

budgetary controls over grants and

contracts.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 86.

B. Establish responsibility for over-

spending by principal investigators.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 86.

C. Require principal investigators to

provide more timely information to

the Grants and Contracts Office.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 87.

D. Monitor expenditures more closely

for compliance with the established

budgets 11

Agency Response : Concur. See page 87.

We recommend MSU obtain written document-

ation of grant awards and secure funding

sources before expending funds for grants

and contracts projects 13

Agency Response : Partially Concur. See page 88.

Page V



Summary of Recommendations

Recommendation #4 We recommend MSU:

A. Strengthen procedures to track match ing

and cost sharing expenditures in grant

records of the Grants and Contracts Office

to ensure grant requirements are met; and

Agency Response : Concur. See page 89.

B. Improve documentation of grant activity

in the grant control system 15

Recommendation #5

Agency Response : Concur. See page 89.

We recommend MSU:

Recommendation #6

A. Review procedures to ensure auto-

matic billings correctly classify

expenditures in the accounting

records.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 90.

B. Review automatic billings to grant

projects to identify instances of

unallowable equipment purchases or

markups.

Agency Response : Do Not Concur. See page 90.

C. Charge only actual costs for equip-

ment purchases billed to grant projects.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 90.

D. Reevaluate the role of Chemistry Stores

equipment purchases 17

Agency Response : Concur. See page 90.

We recommend MSU monitor cash balances

and request grant moneys in a manner
which minimizes the necessity for the

state funds to advance cash to grant

programs 20

Agency Response : Concur. See page 91.
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Summary of Recommendations

We recommend MSU comply with state

purchasing laws for equipment acquisi-

tions 22

Agency Response : Concur. See page 91.

We recommend MSU management limit the

use of already received purchase requisi-

tions and exigency purchases to emergency

situations as required by state policy 24

Agency Response : Concur. See page 92.

We recommend MSU management control

grant and contract expenditures and

ensure compliance with contractual

agreements 25

Agency Response : Concur. See page 93.

We recommend MSU record the museum
department operations on its account-

ing records 27

Agency Response : Concur. See page 93.

We recommend MSU use the contingent

reyolving account in compliance with

state policy 29

Agency Response : Concur. See page 93.

We recommend MSU:

A. Return $207,063 to the General Fund.

Agency Response : Do Not Concur. See page 95.

B. Comply with section 17-2-108,

MCA, and use non-General Fund
money first.

Agency Response : Concur. See page 95.

C. Record expenditures only when
a valid obligation exists 31

Agency Response : Concur. See page 95.

Page vii

Recommendation #7

Recommendation #8

Recommendation #9

Recommendation #10

Recommendation #11

Recommendation #12



Summary of Recommendations

Recommendation #13 We recommend MSU record profits

from fixed price contracts and

administrative cost allowances

in the Unrestricted Fund 32

Page viii

Agency Response : Concur. See page 95.

Recommendation #14 We recommend MSU account for

capital leases in accordance

with generally accepted account-

ing principles 33

Agency Response: Concur. See page 96.

Recommendation #15 We recommend MSU record expendi-

tures in the proper year in compli-

ance with state accounting policy. . . 34

Agency Response : Concur. See page 96.



Introduction

Introdoction We performed a financial-compliance audit of Montana State

University (MSU) and the related Extension Service (ES) and

Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) for the two fiscal years

ended June 30, 1989. The objectives of the audit were to:

1. Determine if the university complied with applicable laws

and regulations which could have a significant effect on the

financial statements.

2. Make recommendations for improvements in the manage-

ment and internal accounting controls of the university.

3. Determine if the financial statements present fairly the

financial position and results of operations of the university

for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1989.

4. Determine the implementation status of prior audit recom-

mendations.

This report contains 15 recommendations which address areas

where administrative and accounting controls, compliance with

laws and regulations, and accountability can be improved.

Other areas of concern deemed not to have a significant effect

on the successful operations of the university programs are not

specifically included in the report, but have been discussed with

management.

In accordance with section 5-13-307, MCA, we analyzed the

costs of implementing the recommendations made in this report.

Each report section discloses the cost, if significant, of

implementing the recommendation.

Background Montana State University was founded on February 15, 1893, as

the Agricultural College of the state of Montana. The school

was later named Montana State College, and on July 1, 1965, it

became Montana State University (MSU). The university is a

land-grant institution as authorized by the Morrill Act of 1862

and receives part of its support from land-grant income, as well
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Introduction

as state appropriations, student fees, and federal and private

grants.

The public service function of the university had its origin in

the establishment of the Extension Service (ES) in 1915, created

under the federal Smith-Lever Act and state legislation.

Financial support for its operation comes from county, state,

and federal governments, as well as from federal and private

grants. County agents and specialists are an integral part of the

university and channel information to Montanans to aid in

solving home, farm, and community problems.

The Agricultural Experiment Station (AES) is also an integral

part of the university. It was established in 1893 by the

Montana Legislature under authorization provided by the

federal Hatch Act of 1887. The station receives federal funds

under the Hatch Act, as well as state appropriations, federal and

private grants, and funds from the sale of surplus agricultural

products. The Agricultural Experiment Station has eight

locations in the state, in addition to the Bozeman campus. The

station components are devoted to solving agricultural and land

reclamation problems of local, regional, and national concern.

The distribution of research centers is such that the peculiarities

of local or area soil, water, and climate can be considered.

The president of Montana State University is the chief executive

officer for all three units: MSU, AES, and ES. The president is

responsible for the immediate direction, management, and

control of the institution under the general supervision and

direction of the Board of Regents. Effective July 1, 1987, AES

and ES consolidated their administrative functions. However,

AES and ES continue to receive separate funding and budgets.

According to estimates provided by the Office of Commissioner

of Higher Education, the University, AES, and ES had approx-

imately 2,200 employee FTEs during fiscal year 1988-89. The

number of FTE by classification is shown in the following

schedule:
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Prior Audit Recommendations

Prior Audit Our financial-compliance audit of the university for the two

Recommendations fiscal years ended June 30, 1987, contained nine recommenda-

tions. The university implemented five of the recommenda-

tions, and partially implemented four of the recommendations.

Three recommendations which were partially implemented

concern cash management practices, as discussed on page 18, use

of the contingent revolving fund, as discussed on page 27 and

recording "fixed price contracts", as discussed on page 31. The

fourth recommendation partially implemented concerning

budget amounts approved by the Board of Regents has been

discussed with management.
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Findings and Recommendations

Management Controls Primary functions of management include organizing, directing,

and controlling the activities of an entity in order to accomplish

the objectives of the entity. The methods management adopts to

carry out these management functions constitute the

management control environment.

We noted instances where management control over budgets and

compliance with university, state, and federal policies and laws

should be improved. The following sections discuss recommen-

dations for strengthening management controls and improving

university operations.

Grants and Contracts The university receives funds from federal, state, and private

sources for research, instruction, or other projects conducted by

the university. The Grants and Contracts (G&C) Office at

MSU, under the direction of the Vice President for Research,

oversees projects sponsored by grants or governed by contracts.

The G&C Office also controls the indirect cost recoveries

received by the university. A coordinator, or principal

investigator, heads each project and is responsible for preparing

and submitting the project proposal, conducting the research or

other project objectives and summarizing and reporting results.

The principal investigator assumes the primary responsibility for

monitoring the grant progress and compliance with the specific

grant agreement when he or she agrees to be the principal

investigator for the grant. Because projects are numerous and

varied in nature, G&C personnel depend on principal investi-

gators, who are most familiar with projects, to monitor spending

for compliance with provisions of contracts and grant

agreements.

Total expenditures from all grants and contracts sources were

$14.9 million for fiscal 1987-88 and $15.7 million for fiscal year

1988-89. Of these amounts, expenditures charged to federal

grant projects totaled $8.7 million in fiscal year 1987-88 and

$8.9 million in fiscal year 1988-89. Grants from the following

federal agencies were the primary federal sources, accounting
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Findings and Recommendations

for expenditures over $1 million each year during the audit

period: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS);

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA); and National Science

Foundation (NSF).

During the audit period, the university's management control

system over grant and contract operations was not adequate.

The university's grant control system failed to prevent budget

overruns, identify unallowable costs, and ensure timely, accurate

records of grant expenditures. The control weaknesses discussed

in this report on pages 6 through 25, are cross cutting issues

which potentially affect all departments and programs.

Although many of the more significant examples of errors and

noncompliance occurred within the authority of one campus

department, other examples demonstrate the control systems

were not operating effectively and did not ensure compliance

with laws, regulations, policies, budget restrictions, and specific

grant restrictions on a campus wide basis. The following

sections discuss specific control weaknesses noted in the grants

control system.

MSU Should Improve MSU management should improve budgetary controls over

Controls to Prevent Budget grants and contracts. We noted projects had overspent budgets

Overruns or overspent budget categories specified in grant agreements and

contracts. As of June 30, 1989, fourteen projects in eight

university departments had budget overruns (cash deficits)

totaling $631,690. The overruns ranged from $3,052 to

$151,761. At least two of these deficits have existed for more

than six years. The university's internal auditor also noted this

problem in a May 1989 report involving one department of the

university. The internal auditor noted 5 out of 43 G&C
accounts for the department had expenditures recorded in excess

of the authorized levels. The deficits noted by the internal

auditor totaled $191,111 which is included in the $631,690

above.

By spending more than grantors award MSU, principal invest-

igators force the university to absorb extra costs. Agency

personnel suggested deficits might eventually be paid for by

using indirect cost recoveries. MSU management needs to
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Findings and Recommendations

implement a formal plan to eliminate the cash deficits caused by

overspending in the G&C accounts. In February 1990, we

discussed this problem with MSU officials. The Vice President

for Research provided documentation that he has plans in place

to eliminate $181,875 of the cash deficits during fiscal year

1989-90. This amount will be eliminated using indirect cost

recoveries or other sources. $86,802 has been obligated to the

G&C debt retirement pool for liquidation during fiscal years

1990-91 and 1991-92 using indirect cost recoveries. According

to the Vice President of Research the remaining balance of

$363,013 is the responsibility or various departments. The Vice

President stated if no solutions or debt retirement plans are

provided by the department by the end of fiscal year 1989-90,

the remaining deficits will be eliminated during fiscal years

1990-91 and 1991-92 using future indirect cost recoveries.

MSU records such cash deficits as receivables at year-end. The

amounts are not valid receivables from sources outside MSU.

By recording receivables for the overruns, the university

overstated receivables in the restricted fund $596,040 and

$631,690 in fiscal years 1987-88 and 1988-89, respectively.

Two of the fourteen projects are federal grants from the

National Institute of Health (CFDA #13.867). Costs in excess of

the approved grant budget are unallowable costs under federal

regulations. Therefore, the cash deficits for these two projects

which total $165,782 are questioned costs. Because MSU has not

collected the $165,782 from the federal grantor this amount does

not represent a potential liability which must be repaid to the

federal government. However, costs in excess of approved

budgets must be funded from other university sources.

MSU officials may decide the overruns will be paid out of

departmental operating budgets in the Unrestricted Fund or

through other funding mechanisms such as future indirect cost

recoveries as noted above. Once the decision has been made,

MSU should move the expenditures to the appropriate fund.
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Findings and Recommendations

We recommend MSU implement a formal plan to eliminate

cash deficits caused by overspending in grant and contract

accounts.

Budgetary Controls Top levels of university management need to be involved to

establish responsibility and strengthen budgetary controls. In

response to the May 1989 internal audit, department officials

stated the department does not have sufficient budget informa-

tion on a timely basis to keep the principal investigators from

overspending. The department officials stated the academic

dean or department head have no control or authority over the

G&C accounts and thus the department cannot assume responsi-

bility for the deficits. Department officials stated the Vice

President for Research and the G&C office were responsible for

the deficits.

In February 1990, we discussed budgetary controls with MSU
officials. The Vice President for Research noted his frustration

in trying to control budget overruns by the principal investi-

gators because he has limited control over the principal

investigators. The responsibility and authority to control budget

overruns is an issue which management must address. Under

current university procedures ail grant proposals must be

approved by the department head and dean of the college before

they are presented to the Vice President for Research.

Expenditures and vendor payment authorizations require

department approval before being processed by the G&C office.

Therefore, the departments share responsibility for budgetary

controls. G&C personnel stated the overspending results from

the principal investigators' failure to use the budgetary

information supplied to them on a routine basis and the

principal investigators not monitoring grant expenditures for

compliance with authorized budgets. Important budget

information, including documentation of expenditures and
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Findings and Recommendations

communications between the principal investigator and the

grantor, often does not reach the G&C Office on a timely basis.

Examples of untimely information transmitted to the G&C
Office include:

1. Equipment totaling $21,198, was ordered by a principal

investigator in June 1987 and delivered in August 1987.

This equipment was not initially encumbered against the

grant (U.S. Department of Education, CFDA #84.031).

University officials stated the equipment was originally

going to be paid from an account in the Designated
Subfund. Department officials determined there was no
money available in the Designated Subfund to pay for the

equipment. The university did not pay for the equipment
until December 1988, when the principal investigator

requested the equipment be charged against the grant. The
vendor was paid 16 months after the payment was due.

MSU incorrectly recorded the December 1988 payment as a
fiscal year 1988-89 expenditure. The expenditure should
have been recorded as a fiscal year 1987-88 expenditure
(August 1987) when the equipment was received. State law,
section 17-8-242, MCA, requires an agency to pay bills on
a timely basis. In order to promptly pay vendors and
ensure expenditures are recorded in the proper year,

principal investigators should ensure that equipment
purchases and vendor invoices are promptly submitted for

payment.

2. A principal investigator received $1 1,924 of equipment in

October 1988 for a federal grant (HHS CFDA #13.999) as

part of a larger equipment acquisition. The investigator did
not notify the G&C office until September 1989 when the

vendor stopped all further credit sales to the university and
threatened legal action to collect the past due account. State

law, section 17-8-242, MCA, requires an agency to pay
bills on a timely basis and provides for interest on past due
accounts. The principal investigator's failure to promptly
notify the G&C office could result in additional cost to the

university for interest on past due accounts. The interest

costs if assessed would not be allowable charges to federal

grants.

3. A private grant file did not reflect the grantor's revised
budget because the principal investigator did not send the

information to the G&C Office. When the grant closed,

G&C's expenditure records did not support the expenditures
on the final report submitted to the grantor. G&C
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Findings and Recommendations

personnel stated the principal investigator prepared the

final report, without coordinating with the G&C office.

Without timely and complete information concerning budgets,

expenditures and other contractual agreements, G&C personnel

cannot adequately monitor project spending. Incomplete

documentation in grant files is discussed later in this report

(page 13). University personnel stated principal investigators

and their superiors sometimes ignore or override G&C
personnel's warnings about budget overruns and requests for

additional documentation.

Management has been slow to respond to these warnings of

budgetary overruns as evidenced by the $631,690 discussed on

page 6. Cash deficits caused by overspending can result in

increased use of state General Fund moneys. The university

should correct weaknesses in the present budgetary management

system and ensure future spending of private, state, and federal

grant money complies with applicable budgets.

University officials explained that in order to more closely

monitor expenditures the G&C computer system was programm-

ed in fiscal year 1989-90, to stop processing financial activity

related to a project when spending approached the budgeted

limit. Limiting recorded expenditures to the authorized budget

amounts does not address the control problems of investigators

exceeding budget unless the limitation is enforced. Management

must fix responsibility and strengthen controls to hold the

principal investigators accountable for expenditures charged to

grants and contracts. Control procedures (some of which are

already in place, but not always adhered to) could include:

1) obtaining prior management approval for all major expend-

itures over a specified dollar amount; 2) requiring principal

investigators to provide more timely and complete information

to ensure the G&C system presents accurate, up-to-date

budgetary information; 3) implementing procedures for the

G&C office to monitor and report problems to management; and

4) management taking appropriate disciplinary action to resolve

problems. The cooperation and resolve of MSU management
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Findings and Recommendations

and principal investigators is needed to adequately monitor

budgets and comply with contractual provisions.

As discussed in the following sections, MSU must also address

expenditures without funding sources, improve grant file

documentation, provide for accurate accounting, and comply

with state purchasing laws in order to develop adequate

administrative and accounting controls over the G&C process.

Reco^nmendation #2

We recommend MSU management:

A. Implement procedures to strengthen budgetary
controls over grants and contracts.

B. Establish responsibility for overspending by
principal investigators.

C. Require principal investigators to provide more
timely information to the Grants and Contracts

Office.

D. Monitor expenditures more closely for compliance
with the established budgets.

Expenditures Without MSU spent money for projects although funding was not yet

Funding Sources available or the source was not yet known. Incurring

expenditures prior to obtaining a specific funding source

contributes to the budgetary and cash deficit problems

previously discussed on pages 6 through 11. The following

examples were noted during our audit.

1. MSU spent $16,281 of restricted funds as a federal grant

expenditure although MSU does not have a federal grant

award for the money (NSF CFDA #47.999). Agency
personnel said they received a verbal commitment and

authorization to exercise pre-award expenditures from an

existing G&C account for $20,000 from the National

Science Foundation in 1988, but as of October 1989 have

received no written award yet. Since MSU has no contract

Page 1
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Findings and Recommendations

for the funding, the project expenditures of $16,281

increase the cash deficit in the G&C accounts and are a

potential Unrestricted Fund cost to the university if the

anticipated grantor does not formally award the funds to

MSU. If the university had pre-award authorization for

these expenditures the university should have either

recorded the expenditures under the existing account or

transferred $20,000 authority from the existing account to

the new project. By not recording expenditure with the

related authority MSU increases the potential for

expenditures to exceed amounts authorized by the grantor.

2. In September 1987 MSU officials agreed to finance the

$130,000 renovation of a laboratory for a newly hired

professor. Under the terms of the renovation agreement the

G&C office established an $80,000 budget funded from
designated fund indirect cost recoveries earned in fiscal

year 1987-88 and the professor's department was to provide

the remaining $50,000 over a three year period. As of

September 1989, expenditures for the renovation project

totaled approximately $105,400. However, the department

did not have any funds available for amounts over the

$80,000 provided by the G&C Office. As a result, a

$35,145 contractor payment was paid out of the Physical

Plant budget in the unrestricted fund. This reduced the

funds available for planned maintenance projects.

University officials explained in February 1990 that this

project should have been accounted for in the Plant Funds

rather than the designated G&C account. The officials

stated the department is still responsible for expenditures in

excess of the $80,000 budget in the G&C account. Officials

anticipate correcting the department expenditures during

the current fiscal year.

3. The university maintains a "mini rentals" account in the

designated fund. The account is administered by the Vice

President for Research. The mini rentals account is used to

pay faculty start up costs, reimburse the MSU Foundation

for equipment purchased on behalf of MSU, and in some
instances, pay for equipment purchased by MSU for various

departments. The mini rentals account is supposed to be

reimbursed with regular payments by the department

receiving the equipment. At the time the equipment is

acquired, the department heads make a commitment for

regular payments. However, some departments have been

unable to meet those commitments. During the audit period

the mini rentals account consistently operated with a deficit
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Findings and Recommendations

cash balance. The cash deficits were $124,135 at fiscal

year-end 1987, $131,681 at fiscal year-end 1988, and

$167,665 at fiscal year-end 1989. Officials explained

$90,000 of the 1989 deficit was for a faculty start up

equipment purchase. The Vice President for Research must

find other methods to eliminate the cash deficits. Officials

stated they intend to use indirect cost recoveries on future

grants. University officials said they discontinued use of

the mini rentals account as of September, 1989, and said

they will not allow any additional equipment acquisitions

until the deficits have been eliminated.

University officials should ensure there is a reliable funding

mechanism available before making payment commitments in

the G&C accounts.

Recommendation #3

We recommend MSU obtaio written documentation of

grant awards and secure funding sources before expending
funds for grants and contracts projects.

Grant File Documentation We noted a need for improved documentation in some of the

grant files we reviewed. Specific examples of problems caused

by inadequate documentation are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

1. MSU received a $920,000 grant from the U.S. Department

of Education (CFDA #84.031) in 1987 for a chemical

research computer network. The grant requires a

50 percent ($460,000) cost sharing by the university. The
total federal share of expenditures charged to this grant are

$451,171 as of October 1989. This grant is a cost reimburs-

able contract which provides for the university to obtain

reimbursement for expenditures incurred. However, due to

documentation problems from May 1987 through December
1988, this project incurred a cash deficit of $395,971.

Included in the $395,971 is a $100,000 cash transfer to the

"global computing" account. The global computing account

is for a $2.4 million upgrade of the university's central
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computer system. During the audit, the grant files did not

document the equipment acquired with this transfer nor

how this transaction related to the overall scope of the

approved grant proposal as required by federal regulations.

Because of the documentation problems the $100,000 is a

questioned cost for this grant.

In addition, as of October 1989 the university had not billed

the grantor for the majority of expenditures because it

could not document the cost sharing portion of the grant.

Assuming the university eventually is able to document its

cost sharing, and bills the grantor, lost interest on charges

not billed is approximately $54,450 to date. Each month's

delay in billing results in an additional $2,636 in lost

interest. Until the university documents compliance with

provisions of this grant, the entire $451,171 of expenditures

is a questioned cost.

2. A grant from the National Science Foundation (CFDA
#47.999) for $170,000 required MSU to provide matching

state or private funds of $85,000 toward the purchase of

research equipment. G&C officials stated they were not

aware of the required match. The file did not document

the matching expenditures requirement. We contacted the

grantor and obtained documentation that the principal

investigator of the project had approved the matching

requirement in writing.

The federal grantor in this case could disallow the $170,000

of grant expenditures based on failure to provide matching

funds and adequately document matching expenditures as

required by federal regulations. As noted on page 2 1 , we
also questioned the $170,000 for failure to comply with

state purchasing laws.

These problems resulted from incomplete information supplied

to the G&C Office by principal investigators and a lack of

compliance with procedures in the G&C system for tracking

matching and cost sharing expenditures. Without complete

information, MSU's G&C system cannot adequately monitor

spending to ensure compliance with contractual agreements and

state and federal laws and regulations. Inability to provide

adequate documentation of grant activity may cause federal,

state, and private grantors to disallow grant expenditures,

resulting in potential losses to the university and the state.
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We recommend MSU:

A. Strengthen procedures to track matching and cost

sharing expenditures in grant records of the Grants
and Contracts Office to ensure grant requirements

are met; and

B, Improve documentation of grant activity in the

grant control system.

Accurate Records The university accounting system generates automatic billings to

projects for items requested or utilized by the principal investi-

gators. We found object coding problems with Chemistry Stores

automatic billings. Chemistry Stores purchases items for resale

and charges departmental customers, including grant and

contract projects, through MSU's automatic billing system. The

information prepared by the Chemistry Stores billing clerk and

input to the automated billing system did not accurately classify

the type or object of expenditures for Chemistry Store trans-

actions.

For example, one federal grant project had at least $37,565 of

equipment purchased from Chemistry Stores coded as "supplies".

The items included a $6,176 freezer and an $1 1,525 laser. In

addition to the equipment purchased through Chemistry Stores,

the grant records reflect an additional $4,093 of equipment

purchases. The grant had no equipment budget authorized by

the grantor, so the purchases were not an allowable expenditure

under the grant. Therefore, we question $41,658 of equipment

costs for this grant (HHS CFDA #13.867). A similar grant

purchased at least $25,038 of equipment from Chemistry Stores

which was reported as "supplies". The grant records reflect an

additional equipment cost of $7,922. Therefore, the total

equipment costs in this grant are $32,960. However, the grant

award only allowed for $1,710 of equipment. We question
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$31,250 of equipment costs which exceed the budget amounts

for this grant (CFDA #13.867).

Misclassified or inaccurately classified costs distort grant records

and result in inaccurate expenditure information being reported

to the grantor. Because equipment purchases are recorded as

supplies, G&C personnel said they are unable to determine the

nature of many charges to grant accounts made through auto-

matic billing procedures for Chemistry Stores. If the costs were

properly classified, the G&C office could use the information to

determine if the costs are allowable under the grant agreements.

In addition to misclassified costs, we noted other concerns with

Chemistry Stores' transactions. The internal auditor also noted

these concerns in May 1989. The function of Chemistry Stores

is to obtain and provide chemicals and related supplies used by

the Chemistry Department or other departments. By obtaining

equipment for resale, Chemistry Stores unnecessarily duplicates

a service already provided by the MSU Purchasing Department.

Chemistry Stores' current method of pricing and recording

equipment purchases weakens MSU's controls over spending

grant moneys in compliance with grant agreements.

Chemistry Stores in some cases, adds a ten to twelve percent

markup to the cost of equipment. The markup is not consis-

tently applied to all equipment purchases made through

Chemistry Stores. Out of 42 individual purchases examined,

only 25 items included any markup. We determined there was a

total of $2,624 in markups for the two grants discussed in the

previous paragraphs (HHS CFDA #13.867). The cost of

equipment items purchased through Chemistry Stores, therefore,

may exceed the cost which would result if the MSU Purchasing

Department provided the items. The Purchasing Department

does not use markups. The internal auditor noted a need exists

to develop a consistent markup policy for Chemistry Stores.

Federal regulations specifically allow only actual costs and

require the university to treat costs consistently. Because the

markups are not actual costs and because the markups are not
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applied consistently, they are unallowable charges to federal

grants. We could not estimate the total questioned costs to

federal grants caused by the markups.

In a May 1989 report, MSU's internal auditor noted other

related items concerning the Chemistry Stores' operations.

Concerns noted by the internal auditor include:

1. Expenditures have consistently exceeded revenues since

1984.

2. A lack of knowledge about and use of standard business

procedures in the operation of Chemistry Stores.

3. Expenditure of Chemistry Stores' funds for support and
operations of the chemistry department including $72,000

of equipment for the Department.

Because of the concerns noted by the internal auditor and

because Chemistry Stores duplicates certain services provided by

the Purchasing Department, university management should

reevaluate the role of Chemistry Stores' equipment purchases in

order to improve management controls and efficiency.

Recommendation #S

We recommend MSU:

A. Review procedures to ensure automatic billings

correctly classify expenditures in the accounting
records.

B. Review automatic billings to grant projects to

identify instances of unallowable equipment
purchases or markups.

C. Charge only actual costs for equipment purchases
billed to grant projects.

D. Reevaluate the role of Chemistry Stores equipment
purchases.
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Cash Management The university receives grant funds through cash requests

(drawdowns) and reimbursement billings. Because drawdowns

and billings are predominantly on a reimbursement basis and are

requested on a monthly or longer basis, the time lag between an

expenditure and subsequent reimbursement requires the use of

state funds. As noted in our two prior audits, MSU does not

request funds from grantors often enough to ensure the most

efficient use of state funds. We estimated the monthly balance

of grant expenditures pending reimbursement averaged

$1,250,573 during fiscal year 1987-88 and $2,081,600 during

fiscal year 1988-89. The following illustrates the estimated lost

investment income on state funds pending reimbursement for

the last six years.
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The university altered the timing of the requests so they were

made after the payroll was paid. This helped reduce the time

lag and temporarily reduced the lost investment income amount

as shown above. However, MSU has not fully implemented the

prior cash management recommendation. Addressing the

problems previously discussed on pages 6 through 14 could also

lead to more timely billing on some projects and reduce the lost

investment income.

Federal regulations allow the recipient to make drawdowns as

close as possible to the time of making disbursements. Section

17-2-108, MCA, requires agencies to use non-General Fund

moneys wherever possible before using General Fund moneys.

These federal and state regulations provide for the use of

frequent drawdowns in order to minimize lost investment

income to the state on state funds or to the federal government

on federal funds.

Grants and Contracts Office personnel said lack of sufficient

personnel prohibits more frequent requests for funds in most

cases. The G&C Administrator stated he plans to hire one

additional staff at approximately $16,500 to $18,000 per year to

alleviate the billing problem. A Student Financial Aid Office

employee said he could monitor more carefully and request

funds more frequently from the grantor if he chose to do so;

however, he said he intentionally keeps federal cash balances

low at the end of academic quarters to ensure they do not have

excessive cash on hand for quarterly federal reports.

MSU could draw on grants received via wire transfer letters of

credit, such as the student financial aid funds from the U.S.

Department of Education, as frequently as every three days.

The university should concentrate efforts for more frequent

billings on high dollar grants in order to minimize the use of

state funds. Such requests would more effectively minimize

cash on hand while reducing negative account balances and

increasing investment income for the state.
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We recommend MSU monitor cash balances and request

grant moneys in a manner wliich minimizes ttie necessity

for the state funds to advance cash to grant programs.

Purchasiag Controls We identified several violations of university, state, and federal

purchasing policies and state purchasing laws related to grant

and nongrant expenditures. Management should strengthen its

controls over purchasing to avoid violations of laws and policies

such as those discussed in the following paragraphs.

Compliance with State

Purchasing Laws

In October 1987, a university professor ordered two special

purpose research instruments costing a total of $747,000. The

purchase of these instruments did not go through state or

university purchasing procedures as required by state law and

federal regulations. Although the professor did contact and

obtain proposals from several vendors, the process did not

comply with the competitive, sealed bidding requirements of

state law. MSU's agreement with the State Purchasing Division,

Department of Administration, requires research equipment

costing more than $10,000 be acquired through the State

Purchasing Division. There was no approved requisition or

purchase order.

University officials stated these purchases were obtained

through a "use agreement" with the MSU Foundation. A "use

agreement" is a funding mechanism where the university enters

into a formal agreement with the Foundation to acquire

equipment. The Foundation purchases the equipment and the

university agrees to make periodic payments including interest

to reimburse the Foundation. The agreement specifies the

equipment to be purchased and the payment terms. We noted

there was no formal use agreement covering these purchases.
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The Foundation wrote a check to the vendor and the same day

the university wrote a contingent revolving check to reimburse

the Foundation. The university recorded the check to the

Foundation as "rent" instead of "equipment." Because the

Foundation received payment in full from MSU and paid the

vendor the same day, "rent" is not the correct expenditure

classification. In a May 1989 report, the internal auditor also

noted this transaction "... is misleading, as there was coding

error when . . . expenditures were coded as 'rental' rather than

'capital equipment' . .
." This is another example of the

misclassification of costs, similar to instances discussed on page

1 5. The involvement of the Foundation does not alter the

substance of the transaction as a purchase by the university.

MSU officials ordered the equipment and fully paid for the

equipment; therefore, the transaction was a purchase by MSU
and should have followed state purchasing laws.

Circumventing state purchasing laws and misclassifying the

expenditure on the accounting records constitute a significant

problem which indicates the inability of MSU's current manage-

ment control system to prevent or detect similar problems in the

future. MSU needs to implement controls to address this

problem.

Because the equipment purchases did not follow established

university policies and state law, the costs are not allowable per

federal regulations (0MB Circular A-21). Accordingly, we

question $547,000 of equipment charges to the following federal

grants:

$170,000 of a National Science Foundation grant

(CFDA #47.999)

$300,000 of a Health & Human Services grant

(CFDA #13.999)

$77,000 of a Department of Education grant

(CFDA #84.031)

The remaining $200,000 was charged to a private grant. As

discussed on page 24, the final resolution of questioned costs
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contained in this report will occur when the federal agencies

receive the Montana Single Audit Report issued by our office.

We recommend MSU comply with state purchasing laws

for equipment acquisitions.

Already Received Purchase

Requisitions

We noted extensive use of "Already Received Purchase Requisi-

tions" (ARPR) during the audit period. During a seven month

period in fiscal year 1988-89, MSU processed over 1,000

ARPRs on printed forms provided for this purpose. Of approx-

imately 400 ARPRs we reviewed, we found at least 43 cases

which were obviously not emergencies. University policy

permits use of ARPRs if the purchase results from a "situation

or occurrence of a serious nature, developing suddenly and

unexpectedly, and demanding immediate action." Many of

ARPRs we reviewed did not meet that criterion. In addition,

many of the ARPRs we reviewed were also explained as sole

source purchases, meaning only one vendor could supply the

item. State policy requires the agency to approve sole source

requisitions and justifications before acquiring the items. This

is not the case with ARPRs. The item is purchased and the

paper work and approval is after the fact. In addition, state

policy specifies that exigency purchases (i.e., emergency,

requiring immediate action) shall be limited to those supplies

necessary to meet the exigency and should be based on extreme

need. Typical justifications for ARPR use included the

following.

Purchase of a portable lap top computer for $1,428 to finish

a report by the deadline (HHS CFDA #13.867). The prin-

cipal investigator justified the purchase by stating his travel

expense would not have been reimbursed for a meeting he

attended if the report was not submitted on time. He also

explained that he traveled a lot on university business and

he could make more efficient use of his time using the
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computer. The computer was purchased in October 1988

but the paper work was not submitted until April 1989.

Purchase of two disc drives totaling $1,840 for part of a

traveling exhibit. The exhibit was to open in July 1989.

The equipment was purchased in June 1989. The justifi-

cation said there was no time to obtain a purchase order.

However, the file indicated that the department considered

acquiring this equipment in April 1989.

Purchase of 50 calculators for $1,019. The justification

stated in order to do the demonstration right away, the

calculators needed to be purchased immediately. It stated

there was not time to do a purchase order. The instructor

responsible for the demonstration should have been aware

of her work schedule and could have avoided using an

ARPR by more advance planning and anticipating project

needs and time frames.

Based on our review, many of the "emergency" situations could

have been avoided by planning on the part of university person-

nel. These and other examples indicate that ARPRs were being

used to justify and document purchases which circumvented the

normal purchasing procedures of the university. Improper use

of ARPRs undermines MSU's purchasing control system. By

allowing misuse of ARPRs for federal grant purchases, MSU
violates federal procurement regulations which require the

university to follow established purchasing policies. The

improper purchases are questioned costs under federal regula-

tions.

The problem of ARPR misuse was addressed in reports by the

Montana Department of Administration Purchasing Division in

March 1988 and by MSU's internal auditor in May 1989. We

also discussed problems with sole source and emergency

purchase orders in a performance audit in May 1980.
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We rtcommend MSU management limit the use of already
received purchase requisitions and exigency purchases to

emergency situations as required by state policy.

Summary As noted in the preceding sections, management controls need

improvement at the university. The controls were not operating

as originally designed. The questioned costs and control issues

noted in this audit report which impact federal grants will be

included in the next biennial Montana Single Audit Report

issued by our office. As noted on the inside cover of this

report, we issue a biennial statewide Single Audit Report for the

state of Montana which complies with the reporting require-

ments of the Single Audit Act of 1984 and 0MB Circular A-

128. Upon receipt of the Single Audit Report, the federal

agencies will make the final resolution of questioned costs.

Given the seriousness of the control problems noted with the

G&C system and the magnitude of the questioned costs noted in

this report, future funding for federal grants could be in

jeopardy. In addition, the federal resolution of questioned costs

could result in MSU having to refund questioned costs to the

grantors. Refunding questioned costs could impact future

budgets and impair MSU's ability to maintain its level of

operations.

Total expenditures processed by the G&C system and charged to

federal grant projects was $8.7 million in fiscal year 1987-88

and $8.9 million in fiscal year 1988-89. Of these amounts our

audit disclosed the following questioned costs:

$165,782 because MSU exceeded the project budgets. See

page 7.

$451,171 because MSU did not document the required cost

sharing in compliance with the grant. See page 14.
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$547,000 of equipment expenditures because MSU did not

comply with state purchasing laws. Of this amount,

$77,000 is included in the $451,171 above. See page 21.

$16,281 because MSU did not have a grant award. See page

11.

$72,908 because the equipment expenditures are

misclassified as supplies and the expenditures exceed the

approved budget amounts. See page 15.

$13,352 because the items were acquired with "already

received purchase requisitions" and did not comply with

state purchasing laws. See pages 9 and 22.

Not all of these costs have been billed and collected from

grantors. Of the total $1,189,494 questioned costs noted above,

MSU had not billed or collected $578,034 as of October 1989.

Due to the significance of the control problems noted we are

unable to provide assurance to the federal grantors that the

university control systems are adequate to ensure compliance

with terms and conditions of federal programs.

Recommendation #9

We recommend MSU management control grant and

contract expenditures and ensure compliance with

contractual agreements.

Museum of the Rockies The Museum of the Rockies is a regional museum located on the

MSU campus which interprets both the physical and cultural

heritage of Montana and the Northern Rocky Mountain Region.

The Museum offers exhibits featuring the geology, paleontology,

archaeology, ethnology, history and art of the region. The

museum also features a modern "state of the art" planetarium.
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The Museum of the Rockies is a department of MSU. The

museum director is hired by the President of MSU and reports

directly to the President or Vice President for Research of the

university. The museum director is responsible for the manage-

ment and administration of museum operations and programs.

Museum employees are under the university pay plan and

receive the same employee benefits (retirement, medical,

vacation, and sick leave) as other MSU employees in the

appropriate categories (contract, classified, or hourly).

The museum receives support from a private non-profit corp-

oration governed by the Board of Trustees. Under the bylaws

of the nonprofit museum corporation, three of the twenty one

members of the Board of Trustees are university officials. The

three board members are the university President or his repre-

sentative and two others designated by the President.

As a department of the university, all museum activity under

control of the museum director (i.e., department head) should be

reported in the university accounting records and reflected in

the MSU financial statements, in order to comply with generally

accepted accounting principles and state law. Currently MSU
accounting records do not reflect total museum activity. For

fiscal year 1988-89 MSU reports only $557,000 of revenue and

expenses for museum activity. However, the museum financial

statements prepared for the Board of Trustees report total

revenue and support of approximately $3.6 million and expenses

of $2.5 million for fiscal year 1988-89. The museum financial

statements have been audited by a public accounting firm for

fiscal year 1987-88 and fiscal year 1988-89.

The financial statements prepared for the Board of Trustees

encompass all assets, liabilities, revenues, and expenses related

to museum activities. The financial statements do not distin-

guish the museum activity of MSU from that of the private

non-profit corporation. MSU officials need to analyze this

activity and ensure the university accounting records include all

museum assets, liabilities, and operations under MSU
management oversight.
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We recommend MSU record the museum department

operations on its accounting records.

Contingent Reyolying

Fund

Section 17-2-201, MCA, allows the Department of Admini-

stration to authorize the establishment and use of contingent

revolving funds (CRF) for specific purposes. State policy

indicates that "a revolving cash account ... is used to make

disbursements where timing needs cannot be met by the state

warrant system. The revolving cash account is to be used for

purposes demanding immediate payment . . . Agencies should

use their judgment in deciding whether a particular transaction

qualifies as a minor, immediate, or emergency payment. Under

normal circumstances, transactions input to SBAS will generate a

warrant for mailout or pickup the next afternoon." This policy

was developed in an attempt to minimize the amount of cash

and related activity in nontreasury accounts, while maintaining a

system to pay for items on an emergency or immediate needs

basis. If the moneys are in a treasury account, the state can

maximize the investment earnings on these funds.

In our prior audit we recommended MSU use the CRF account

in compliance with state policy. MSU concurred with the

recommendation and MSU officials noted in their response: "In

November 1987, a memo was circulated to all departments

advising them that the use of the contingent revolving fund

must be reduced to assure compliance with state laws and

policies. Substantial progress has been made in reducing the

number of transactions involving the contingent revolving

account during the past several months." The university

reduced the use of the CRF for travel advances but this was

offset by an increase in payroll transactions due to

implementation problems with a new system. As discussed
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below, MSU still needs to improve compliance with state policy

to fully implement the prior audit recommendation.

State and university policy limits CRF use to postage, shipping

charges, unanticipated travel and payroll, publications that

require cash orders, and invoices that require immediate

payment to take advantage of cash discounts. We noted in both

our current and prior audits, the university used its CRF for

purposes other than those specified in state policy (i.e., did not

require immediate payment or was not specifically listed in state

policy). Some examples include:

1. Payments to the Endowment and Alumni Foundation.

2. Payments to vendors for past due accounts and already

received purchase requisitions.

3. A reimbursement of gate receipts to an athletic association.

4. Payments to local travel agents for airline tickets.

These examples are similar to those noted in our prior report.

We analyzed the activity in the CRF for the last six months of

fiscal year 1988-89. As shown below, the university still uses

the CRF extensively.
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Current Prior

Audit Audit

Fiscal Fiscal

1988-89 1986-87

Average Number of Checks/Month 829.5 830.5

Average Amount of Checks/Month $489,068 $594,712

We noted a portion of the CRF activity is for already received

purchase requisitions, payment of past due accounts, and

purchase of airline tickets. As noted on pages 22 and 9, the

university needs to address problems with already received

purchase requisitions and late payments to vendors. University

officials stated in October 1989 they would review alternatives

for purchasing airline tickets. They also stated they intend to

implement additional approval procedures for large individual

payments. Management attention to these items could result in a

significant decrease in CRF activity.

ReconiiTiendation #11

We recommend MSU use the contingent revolving account

in compliance with state policy.

Appropriation Reyersion In fiscal year 1987-88 MSU personnel transferred $135,583 cash

from the Unrestricted Fund appropriation to the Unexpended

Plant Fund. MSU officials stated the cash was set aside for a

possible match of an energy conservation grant. However, the

university did not receive the grant award until the following

fiscal year (November 1988).

MSU improperly recorded an expenditure in the physical plant

operations account in the Unrestricted Fund and revenue in the

Unexpended Plant Fund when this transaction was processed.

By charging an expenditure to the physical plant operations

account, MSU improperly reduced general operation
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appropriation authority in the Current Unrestricted Fund when,

in fact, there was no expenditure obligation. Expenditures

should not be recorded unless there is a valid obligation and

related liability incurred. As of September 1989 the $135,583

cash remained in the Unexpended Plant Fund.

The expenditure charge directly impacts the amount of appro-

priation remaining in the calculation of the fiscal year 1987-88

General Fund reversion. The $135,538 cash represents

unexpended General Fund appropriation authority. State law

(section 17-7-304, MCA) requires reversion of any unexpended

appropriation balance. In addition, state law (section 17-2-108,

MCA) also requires expenditure of non-General Fund money

first. Because the original appropriation period has expired any

remaining unexpended cash should be returned to the General

Fund in compliance with state law.

In a similar instance, during fiscal year 1988-89, MSU
remodeled and converted an unoccupied dormitory into office

space. The university administration entered into a formal

agreement to provide $150,000 cash from Auxiliary operations

to fund the project.

During the fiscal year end closing period university officials

transferred $71,525 of expenses for this project out of the Plant

Fund to the Current Unrestricted Fund, thereby reducing the

Current Unrestricted appropriation balance. In effect, MSU
transferred cash from the Unrestricted Fund to the Plant Fund

to restore cash previously used for the renovation project.

University officials stated the Unrestricted Fund absorbed a

portion of the renovation expenses because the Unrestricted

Fund would have spent considerable amounts maintaining two

old buildings that housed some of the operations which moved

into the renovated space. Officials stated the expenses paid by

the Unrestricted Fund were "cost savings" realized by the

renovation project and therefore were properly charged to the

Unrestricted Fund. This rational is not valid because university

officials knew at the beginning of the year who would occupy

the renovated space when they initially provided the $150,000 to

finance the project. Also, "cost savings" are not a valid
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obligation or expenditure and therefore should not reduce the

Unrestricted Fund appropriation. State law mandates that an

agency shall spend non-General Fund money first. By restoring

unexpended cash in the Plant Fund and recording expenditures

in the Unrestricted Fund, the university failed to comply with

state law. The $71,525 represents cash that otherwise would

have been available for reversion to the General Fund.

Recommendation #12

We recommend MSU:

A. Return $207,063 to the General Fund.

B. Comply with section 17-2-108, MCA, and use non-
General Fund money first.

C. Record expenditures only when a valid obligation

exists.

Accountiiig Issues The following report sections detail items where MSU financial

administration did not detect errors on the university's

accounting system.

Recordiog Revenue in the

Proper Fund

We found two instances where the university recorded revenue

in the wrong fund.

1. Revenue received on "fixed price" contracts above the costs

(profits) associated with the performance of the contract

should be recorded in the unrestricted fund. MSU leaves

the excess money in the Restricted Fund where the revenue
is initially recorded. When the funds are no longer

restricted by an outside source, any profits should be
accounted for in the Unrestricted Operating or Designated

Fund. We estimate a total of not more than $60,000 is

recorded in the wrong fund.
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The issue of fixed price contract profits being recorded in

the wrong fund was addressed in the previous audit. MSU
did not concur with the prior audit recommendation. MSU
personnel expressed concern that if the remaining funds are

moved out of the Restricted Fund it may reduce the incent-

ive for principal investigators to complete projects in an
efficient manner. Recording the profits in the unrestricted

accounts would improve the university's reporting in

compliance with generally accepted accounting principles,

while maintaining management's incentives for efficiency

and flexibility.

In fiscal year 1988-89 the Pell grant (CFDA #84.063)

administrative cost allowance of $18,415 was recorded as

revenue in the Restricted Fund. The administrative cost

allowance is given to the university based on a flat fee of

five dollars per Pell grant application. The university can

use the money at its discretion to support its operations.

Generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) requires

the administrative cost allowance be recorded in the

Current Unrestricted Operating Fund. MSU officials stated

the wrong account number was used when making the

deposit.

Recommendation #13

We recommend MSU record profits from fixed price

contracts and administrative cost allowances in the

Unrestricted Fund.

Use Agreements Over the years MSU has entered into use agreements with the

MSU Foundation. The Foundation purchased equipment items

that MSU departments needed for classroom and research

projects. The departments were required to make periodic

payments to the Foundation for the use of the equipment. When

payments were complete the Foundation would transfer title of

the equipment to the university.
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Findings and Recommendations

The use agreements are not correctly accounted for on the

university's property and accounting system. As discussed on

page 21, the university improperly recorded the payments as

"rent" instead of "equipment." Equipment purchased through the

Foundation should not be recorded as rent expense. Under state

policy and generally accepted accounting principles, the

substance of the use agreements meets the criteria for classi-

fication as a capital lease. Capital leases should be accounted

for as follows:

1. Capitalize the equipment at the inception of the lease.

2. Establish the liability (lease payable) for the debt.

3. Reduce the lease payable balance after each periodic

payment.

At June 30, 1989 approximately $80,160 of liability remains on

two outstanding use agreements. This liability is not recorded

on the accounting records. MSU personnel indicated they were

considering alternate methods of acquiring equipment in the

future rather than use agreements with the Foundation. If MSU
does enter into any future use agreements, the acquisitions

should be accounted for as capital leases.

Recommendation #14

We recommend MSU account for capital leases in accor-

dance with generally accepted accounting principles.
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Findings and Recommendations

Recording Expenditures in Three equipment purchases received after June 30, 1988, were

the Proper Year recorded as prior year expenditures when the invoices were

paid. MSU personnel indicated that they used prior year

expenditures because the invoices for the items were dated

before June 30th. Under state policy the controlling factor in

determining which fiscal year an expenditure should be

recorded is the date of the purchase orders or the date the items

are received, not the invoice date. MSU had not issued any

purchase orders for these items as of June 30, 1988. Officials

stated MSU does not have a system to document the date goods

or services are received. A total of $229,479 of expenditures

were incorrectly charged as prior year expenditures.

Recommendation #1S

We recommend MSU record expenditures in the proper
year in compliance with state accounting policy.
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Summaiy of Independent Auditor's Report

Summary of Indepen- The auditor's opinions issued on Montana State University,

dent Auditor's Report Agriculture Experiment Station and Extension Service are

intended to convey to the reader of the financial statements the

degree of reliance which can be placed on the amounts

presented. The reader may rely on the fairness of the amounts

presented for Montana State University in the statements shown

on pages 38 through 53.

The reader may rely on the fairness of the amounts presented

for the Agriculture Experiment Station in the statements shown

on pages 57 through 65.

The reader may rely on the fairness of the amounts presented

for the Extension Service in the statements shown on pages 70

through 78.
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STATE OF MONTANA

STATE CAPITOL
HELENA, MONTANA 59620

406/444-3122

LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR:
SCOTT A. SEACAT

LEGAL COUNSEL:
JOHNW. NORTHEY

DEPUTY LEGISLATIVE AUDITORS:

MARY BRYSON
Operations and EDP Audit

JAMES GILLETT
Financial-Compliance Audit

JIM PELLEGRINI
Performance Audit

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

The Legislative Audit Committee
of the Montana State Legislature:

We have audited the accompanying Balance Sheet of Montana State University as

of June 30, 1989, and the related Statements of Changes in Fund Balances and the

Statements of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Other Changes for each

of the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1989. These financial statements are the

responsibility of Montana State University management. Our responsibility is to

express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable

assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the

accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our

audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all

material respects, the financial position of Montana State University as of June 30,

1989, and the changes in its fund balances and the current funds revenues,

expenditures, and other changes for each of the two fiscal years then ended in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Respectfully submitted,

James Gillett, CPA
Deputy Legislative Auditor

September 20, 1989
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1989

ASSETS

CURRENT FUNDS:

Unrestricted:
General operating:

Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

$ 1,476,926
342,254

2,984,859

Total general operating

Designated:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

Investments (Note 3)

Inventories
Total designated

Auxiliary enterprises:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

Investments (Note 3)

Inventories

4.804.039

905,191
271,577
397,722
102,800
481.541

2.158.831

680,851
20,114
42,001

2,481,500
322,752

Total auxiliary enterprises

Total unrestricted

3.547.218

10.510.088

Restricted:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

Investments (Note 3)

Total restricted
Total current funds

925,263
1,839,505

13,774
473.923

3.252.465
$13.762.553

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS:

Cash
Loan receivable - less allowance for

bad debts
Accounts receivable
Investments (Note 3)

Total student loan funds

$ 102,058

9,351,273
2,477

77.000

$ 9.532.808
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Balance Sheet (Cont.)

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUNDS
Unrestricted:
General operating:
Accrued payroll $ 2,639,735
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 197,979
Due to other fund groups 947,271
Deposits 29,959
Deferred revenue 472,887
Compensated absences payable (Note 7) 3,704,828
Fund balance (Note 1) (3.188.620 )

Total general operating 4.804.039

Designated:
Accrued payroll 379,667
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 416,261
Due to other fund groups 179,075
Compensated absences payable (Note 7) 834,092
Fund balance (Note 1) 349.736

Total designated 2.158,831

Auxiliary enterprises:
Accrued payroll 337,316
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 124,249
Deposits 245,942
Deferred revenue 34,263
Due to other fund groups 188,126
Compensated absences payable (Note 7) 356,685
Fund balance 2.260.637

Total auxiliary enterprises 3 .547 . 218

Total unrestricted 10.510.088

Restricted:
Accrued payroll 602,019
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 56,652
Due to other fund groups 2,790,963
Fund balance (197.169 )

Total restricted 3.252.465
Total current funds $13.762.553

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities $ 41,044

Fund balances

:

U.S. Government grants refundable $8,483,671
University funds 942,630
Private gifts 65.463 9.491.764

Total student loan funds $ 9.532.808
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1989

ASSETS

ENDOWMENT FUNDS:
Cash $ 1,195
Accounts receivable 91

Investments (Note 3) 593.200
Total endowment funds $ 594.486

PLANT FUNDS:
Unexpended:

Cash $ 1,249,891
Accounts receivable 14,735
Due from other fund groups 103,337
Investments (Note 3) 1,296,257
Construction advances to state 81 . 307

Total unexpended 2.745.527

Renewals and replacements:
Cash 292,769
Due from other fund groups 3,122
Investments (Note 3) 405.500

Total renewals and replacements 701 . 391

Retirement of indebtedness:
Cash 1,312,779
Accounts receivable 492,628
Due from other fund groups 425

Investments (Note 3) 5 . 541 . 356

Total retirement of indebtedness 7 . 347 . 188

Investment in plant:
Land and land improvements 2,761,548
Buildings (including construction in progress) 97,225,148
Equipment 34,699,967
Livestock 102,900
Library books 18.222.624

Total investment in plant 153.012.187
Total plant funds $ 163.806.293

AGENCY FUNDS:
Cash $ 272,502
Accounts receivable 220,411
Due from other fund groups 2,349,450
Investments (Note 3) 297.900

Total agency funds $ 3.140.263
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Balance Sheet (Cont.)

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

ENDOWMENT FUNDS:

Fund balance $ 594,486

Total endowment funds $ 594.486

PLANT FUNDS:

Unexpended:
Accounts payable and accrued expenditures $ 155,454

Due to other fund groups 152,655

Bonds payable (Note 4) 1,130,632

Fund balance 1,306,786

Total unexpended 2 .745.527

Renewals and replacements:
Accounts payable and accrued expenditures 9,975

Due from other fund groups 16,289

Fund balance 675.127

Total renewals and replacements 701 . 391

Retirement of indebtedness:

Accounts payable and accrued expenditures 444,820

Due to other fund groups 11,264

Fund balance 6,891.104

Total retirement of indebtedness 7 . 347 . 188

Investment in plant:

Bonds payable (Note 4) 40,984,368

Other payables: leases 137,702

Net investment in plant 111,890,117

Total investment in plant 153 .012 . 187

Total plant funds $ 163.806.293

AGENCY FUNDS:
Accrued payroll $ 14,039

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 2,092,665
Due to other fund groups 330,901

Deposits held in custody for others 702 . 658

Total agency funds $ 3.140.263
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MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

JUNE 30. 1989

Summary of significant accounting policies

Related parties:

Montana State University, Montana Agricultural Experiment

Station, and Montana Extension Service are related through

common management and control; however, they are separate and

distinct agencies and they receive separate federal and state

appropriations. These agencies have certain related-party

transactions, including sharing office facilities, management,

accounting and office services. The accounts of Montana

Agricultural Experiment Station and Montana Extension Service

have not been included in the accompanying financial statements.

Financial statements:

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the

accrual basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles for colleges and universities except as noted hereafter.

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other

changes is a statement of financial activities of current funds

related to the current reporting period and does not purport to

present the results of operations or the net income or loss for the

period.

Fund balance for unrestricted general operating funds includes

$416,733 allocated for encumbrances and the unfunded liability of

$3,704,828 for compensated absences payable.

Fund accounting:

The accounts of the University are maintained in accordance with

the principles of fund accounting wherein resources are classified

for accounting purposes into funds that are identified by the

limitations and restrictions placed upon their use. Separate

accounts are maintained for each fund; however, accounts with

common characteristics are combined into fund groups and

reflected as such in the accompanying financial statements. The

common characteristics of the funds contained in the various fund

groups are as follows:

Current funds:

The current funds group includes economic resources

expendable in performing the primary objectives of the

University, i.e.. Instruction, Research and Public Service.

The current funds group has two basic distinct sub-groups:

unrestricted funds which have no expenditure restrictions.
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and restricted funds which have expenditure restrictions.

Unrestricted current funds are comprised of the following:

General Operating - utilized for general operations

in performing the primary objectives of the

University.

Designated - utilized for educational related service

activities; these funds are separately classified in

order to accumulate and distinguish the costs of

specialized service function areas.

Auxiliary Enterprises - utilized in providing

essential on-campus services primarily to students,

faculty, and staff.

Student loan funds:

The resources from this group of funds are available to

students to aid in financing their education. Funds for the

loans are provided by private and University sources with

the majority of the funds being provided by the Federal

Government.

Endowment funds:

Endowment funds are funds with specific restrictions

negating the expenditure of the principal. Generally, the

principal is to be maintained in perpetuity and invested for

the purpose of producing income.

Plant funds:

Plant funds are separated into four distinct self-balancing

sub-group accounts:

Unexpended plant - utilized for acquisition of long-

term institutional assets.

Renewal and replacement - utilized for long-term

institutional asset maintenance.

Retirement of indebtedness - utilized for interest

and debt retirement.

Investment in plant - denotes the cost of long-term

institutional assets and related liabilities.

Inventories:

Inventories, which consist mainly of food and operating supplies,

are valued at cost (first-in, first-out method).
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Investments:

Investments are carried at cost, which approximate market value at

June 30, 1989.

Plant and equipment:

At June 30, 1989, investment in plant was adjusted $5,155,646 to

reflect the totals in the property control subsidiaries. Livestock is

carried at current market value with any difference from the prior

year values recorded in the plant fund. Effective July 1, 1988 the

equipment capitalization level increased from $200 to $500.

Depreciation:

No provision has been made for depreciation of plant facilities in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for

colleges and universities.

Allowances for bad debts:

Except for Deferred Fee Payment Plan entity in the Loan Fund, an

allowance for bad debts has not been recorded. Losses from bad

debts in other funds are recorded as adjustments to revenue in the

year in which they are deemed uncollectible.

Allocated for encumbrances:

The University records encumbrances of general operating funds as

expenditures in conformance with the Statewide Budgeting and

Accounting System.

At June 30, 1989, the University had encumbered $416,733 of

general operating funds that are not included in expenditures in the

accompanying financial statements. The accrual basis of

accounting provides that expenditures include only amounts

associated with goods and services received and that liabilities

include only the unpaid amounts associated with such transactions.

Unearned tuition and fees:

Summer school tuition and fee revenues are deferred at June 30

and recorded as revenue in the succeeding fiscal year.

2. Endowment funds - land grants

Montana State University benefits from two separate land grants. The first

granted 90,000 acres for the University under provisions of the Morrill Act
of 1862 and the second, under the Enabling Act of 1889, granted an
additional 50,000 acres for the University.

Under provisions of both grants, income from the sale of land and land

assets must be reinvested and constitutes, along with the balance of the

unsold land, a perpetual endowment fund. The state of Montana, Board of

Land Commissioners, administers both grants and holds all assets.
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Investment income from the first and second grant is currently pledged to

the retirement of indenture revenue bonds and is reported as revenue in

the retirement of indebtedness fund.

Investments

Investments at June 30, 1989 consist of the following:

Cost
State of Montana short-term investment pool $ 4,821,023
U.S. Treasury securities, held by trustees in

the entity's name 6 .448 .413

$11.269.436

The investments at June 30, 1989 are owned by the following funds:

Current funds

:

Designated $ 102,800
Auxiliary enterprises 2,481,500
Restricted 473,923

Loan funds 77,000
Endowment funds 593,200
Plant funds

:

Unexpended plant 1,296,257
Renewals and replacements 405,500
Retirement of indebtedness 5,541,356

Agency 297.900
$ 11.269.436

Bonds payable

Revenue Bonds payable at June 30, 1989 with annual principal payments
and interest rates, are as follows:

Total Annunt

1985 B 1986 A 1987 A Payment

1990



exhibits, auditoriums, classrooms, offices, storage, and preparation

areas.

Issuance of August 15, 1986 Series A Indenture:

An original issue of $34,835,000 dated August 15, 1986 consisting

of fully registered bonds without coupons, 6.6 percent to

7.40 percent, principal maturing serially on November 15, 1993

through 2009, for the refunding of all bonds outstanding under the

October 1, 1985 and September 1, 1985 Indentures.

Issuance of June 15, 1987 Indenture:

An original issue of $2,325,000 dated June 15, 1987 consisting of

fully registered bonds without coupons, 5.10 percent to

8.00 percent, principal maturing serially on January 1, 1988

through 2003, for the acquisition, construction, repair, remodeling,

replacement, renovation, improvement, furnishing, and equipping
of new and existing facilities at the University.

Retirement plans

Eligible employees of the University are members of the Montana Public

Employees Retirement System, Montana Teacher's Retirement System or

TIAA/CREF Optional Retirement Plan. These plans were determined to

be actuarially sound by the most recent biennial valuations. The
University contributions to these plans were approximately $2,707,000 for

fiscal year 1987-88 and $2,650,000 for fiscal year 1988-89.

Commitments and contingencies

Compensated absences payable:

As of December 31 of each year, employees can accumulate
vacation leave up to twice the number of leave days earned
annually and sick leave can be accumulated without limitation.

Upon termination, the employee is paid the accumulated vacation

leave and 25 percent of the accumulated sick leave. Vacation and
sick leave payments are recorded as an expenditure at the time they

are paid to the employee.

Due to system limitations, the change in the compensated absences

payable amount is stated as an adjustment and not identified with

the fiscal period earned or utilized by the employee.

Capital projects:

As of June 30, 1989, the University has initiated construction on
the following major capital projects:

Project Authorized as of 6/30/89

Museum indenture project $6,200,000 $6,156,080
Controlled environmental facility 5,302,000 5,300,985
1984B on campus living construction 4,592,000 3,046,368
Culbertson renovation 150.000 96.211

$ 16.244.000 $ 14.599.644
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Leases:

The University reserves the right to limit the amount of expend-
itures associated with lease contracts without penalty when, in the

sole judgment of the University, annual funding or program
changes necessitate. Capital lease agreements for various purposes
and time periods total $137,702 at June 30, 1989. The annual
payments are:
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LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR:
SCOTT A. SEACAT

LEGAL COUNSEL:
JOHNW. NORTHEY

STATE OF MONTANA

STATE CAPITOL
HELENA, MONTANA 59620

406/444-3122
DEPUTY LEGISLATIVE AUDITORS:

MARY BRYSON
Operations and EDP Audit

JAMES GILLETT
Financial-Compliance Audit

JIM PELLEGRINI
Performance Audit

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

The Legislative Audit Committee
of the Montana State Legislature:

We have audited the accompanying Balance Sheet of the Montana Agriculture

Experiment Station as of June 30, 1989, and the related Statements of Changes in

Fund Balances and the Statements of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and
Other Changes for each of the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1989. These

financial statements are the responsibility of Montana State University and
Agriculture Experiment Station management. Our responsibility is to express an

opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable

assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the

accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our

audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all

material respects, the financial position of the Agriculture Experiment Station as

of June 30, 1989, and the changes in its fund balances and the current funds
revenues, expenditures, and other changes for each of the two fiscal years then

ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

Respectfully submitted.

James Gillett, CPA
Deputy Legislative Auditor

September 20, 1989
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1989

ASSETS

CURRENT FUNDS:
Unrestricted:
General operating:

Cash $ 659,566

Accounts receivable 80,618

Due from other fund groups 49,869

Investments (Note 2) 317,000

Total general operating 1.107.053

Designated:
Cash 180.635

Accounts receivable 19,581

Due from other fund groups 897

Total designated 201. 113

Total unrestricted 1.308.166

Restricted:
Cash Overdraft (Note 5) (214,241)

Accounts receivable 396,617

Due from other fund groups 16,397

Investments (Note 2) 18.625

Total restricted 217.398

Total current funds $ 1.525.564

PLANT FUNDS:
Unexpended:

Cash
Accounts receivable
Investments (Note 2)

Total unexpended

Renewals and replacements:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups
Investments (Note 2)

Total renewals and replacements

Investment in plant:

Land and land improvements
Buildings
Equipment
Livestock

Total investment in plant

Total plant funds

See notes to financial statements.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
BALANCE SHEET (Cont.)

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUNDS:
Unrestricted:
General operating:
Accrued payroll $ 461,056

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 228,810

Due to other fund groups 15,194

Compensated absences payable (Note 4) 1,059,746

Fund balance (Note 1) .
(657.753 )

Total general operating 1.107.053

Designated:
Accrued payroll 9,558

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 11,447

Due to other fund groups 24,732

Compensated absences payable (Note 4) 5,746

Fund balance 149.630

Total designated 201.113

Total unrestricted 1.308.166

Restricted:
Accrued payroll 2,870

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 152,602

Due to other fund groups 65,771

Fund balance (3.845 )

Total restricted 217.398

Total current funds $ 1.525.564

PLANT FUNDS:
Unexpended:

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Fund balance

Total unexpended

Renewals and replacements:
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Fund balance

I

Total renewals and replacements

Investment in plant:
Net investment in plant

Total investment in plant

Total plant funds

See notes to financial statements.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1989

Unrestricted
General
Operating Designated Restricted Total

Revenues

:

Federal appropriations $1,813,206 - - $ 1,813,206

State appropriations 6,257.135 - $ 55,824 6.312,959

Federal grants and contracts - - 1.210.562 1,210,562

State grants and contracts - - 646,954 646.954

Private grants, and contracts - - 913.670 913.670

Sales and service of educa-

tional activities 841.748 - - 841,748

Other sources 14.704 $ 726.423 741,127

Total revenues 8.926.793 726.423 2.827.010 12.480.226

Expenditures:
Research 7,813,662 - 2.811.422 10.625,084

Institutional support 800,769 - - 800,769

Operation and maintenance

of plant 178,744 - - 178,744

Other -. 566.107 15.588 581.695

Total expenditures 8.793.175 566.107 2.827.010 12.186,292

Transfers and other additions
(deductions)

:

Transfers (12.268) (24.532) - (36.800)

Excess of transfers to

revenue over receipts i i 26 . 665 26 ,
665

Net increase (decrease) in

fund balance $ 121.350 $ 135.784 $ 26.665 $ 283.799

See notes to financial statements,
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1988

Unrestricted
General

Operating Designated Restricted

Revenues

:

Federal appropriations $1,673,303
State appropriations 6,204,968
Federal grants and contracts
State grants and contracts
Private grants, and contracts
Sales and service of educa-
tional activities 775,815

Other sources 9.205
Total revenues 8.663.291

481.742
481.742

$ 60,640
1.012,095

634,825
732,376

Total

1,673,303
6,265,608
1,012,095

634,825
732,376

775,815
490.947

2.439.936 11.584.969

Expenditures

:

Research
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance
of plant

Other
Total expenditures

7,652,502
770.571

169,816
599^616

2,404.960

34.976
8.592.889 599.616 2.439.936

10,057,462
770,571

169,816
634.592

11.632.441

Transfers and other additions
(deductions)

:

Transfers
Excess of transfers to

revenue over receipts

(8,500)

(24.095 )

(8,500)

(24.095 )

Net increase (decrease) in

fund balance $ 70.402 $(126.374) $(24.095) $(80.067)

See notes to financial statements.
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I MONTANA AGRICULTURE EXPERIMENT STATION

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

JUNE 30. 1989

1. Summary of significant accounting policies

Related parties:

Montana State University, Montana Agricultural Experiment
Station, and Montana Extension Service are related through
common management and control; however, they are separate and
distinct agencies and they receive separate federal and state

appropriations. These agencies have certain related-party

transactions, including sharing office facilities, management,
accounting and office services. The accounts of Montana State

University and Montana Extension Service have not been included

in the accompanying financial statements.

Financial statements:

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the

accrual basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles for colleges and universities except as noted hereafter.

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other

changes is a statement of financial activities of current funds
related to the current reporting period and does not purport to

present the results of operations or the net income or loss for the

period.

Fund balance for unrestricted general operating funds includes

$147 allocated for encumbrances and an unfunded liability of

$1,059,746 for compensated absences payable.

Fund accounting:

The accounts of the Station are maintained in accordance with the

principles of fund accounting wherein resources are classified for

accounting purposes into funds that are identified by the limita-

tions and restrictions placed upon their use. Separate accounts are

maintained for each fund; however, accounts with common char-

acteristics are combined into fund groups and reflected as such in

the accompanying financial statements. The common character-

istics of the funds contained in the various fund groups are as

follows:

Current funds:

The current funds group includes economic resources expendable
in performing the primary objectives of the Station, i.e.. Research
Institutional Support, and Operation of Plant. The current funds
group has two basic distinct sub-groups: unrestricted funds which
have no expenditure restrictions, and restricted funds which have
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expenditure restrictions. Unrestricted current funds are comprised
of the following:

General Operating - utilized for general operations in

performing the primary objectives of the Station.

Designated - utilized for educational related service

activities; these funds are separately classified in order to

accumulate and distinguish the costs of specialized service

function areas.

Plant funds:

Plant funds are separated into three distinct self-balancing sub-
group accounts:

Unexpended plant - utilized for acquisition of long-term
institutional assets.

Renewal and replacement - utilized for long-term insti-

tutional asset maintenance.

Investment in plant - denotes the cost of long-term
institutional assets and related liabilities.

Plant and equipment:

At June 30, 1989, investment in plant was adjusted $682,775 to

reflect the totals in the property control subsidiaries. Livestock is

carried at current market value with any difference from the prior

year values reflected in this adjustment. Livestock is purchased
and raised for experimental purposes; the revenues from livestock

sales are recorded in the general operating fund, except when a

breeding animal is sold and is expected to be replaced; then sales

proceeds are recorded in designated funds and used for

replacements as needed. Effective July 1, 1988, the equipment
capitalization level increased from $200 to $500.

Depreciation:

No provision has been made for depreciation of plant facilities in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for

colleges and universities.

Allowances for bad debts:

An allowance for bad debts has not been recorded. Losses from
bad debts are recorded as adjustments to revenue in the year in

which they are deemed uncollectible.

Allocated for encumbrances:

The Station may record encumbrances of expenditures in conform-
ance with the Statewide Budgeting and Accounting System. At
June 30, 1989, the Station had encumbered $147 of general

operating funds that are not included in expenditures in the
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accompanying financial statements. The accrual basis of account-

ing provides that expenditures include only amounts associated

with goods and services received and that liabilities include only

the unpaid amounts associated with such transactions.

2. Investments

Investments are carried at cost, which approximate market value at

June 30, 1989. Investments at June 30, 1989 consist of the following:

Cost
State of Montana short-term investment pool $538,425

The investments at June 30, 1989 are owned by the following funds:

Current funds

:

General Operating $317,000
Restricted 18,625

Plant funds

:

Unexpended plant 33,500
Renewals and replacements 169 . 300

$538.425

3. Retirement plans

Eligible employees of the Station are members of the Montana Public

Employees Retirement System, Montana Teacher's Retirement System or

TIAA/CREF Optional Retirement Plan. These systems were determined to

be actuarially sound by the most recent biennial valuations. The Station

contributions to these plans were approximately $383,000 for fiscal year

1987-88 and $372,000 for fiscal year 1988-89.

4. Commitments and contingencies

Compensated absences payable:

As of December 31 of each year, employees can accumulate
vacation leave up to twice the number of leave days earned
annually and sick leave can be accumulated without limitation.

Upon termination, the employee is paid the accumulated vacation

leave and 25 percent of the accumulated sick leave. Vacation and
sick leave payments are recorded as an expenditure at the time they

are paid to the employee.

Due to system limitations, the change in the compensated absences
payable amount is stated as an adjustment and not identified with
the fiscal period earned or utilized by the employee.

5. Cash overdraft

The restricted current fund cash overdraft of $214,241 is due to cost

reimbursable grants and contracts. The grants and contracts are accounted
for by Montana State University with an adjustment made for reporting

purposes to reflect this activity on the Agricultural Experiment Station

financial statements as a separate agency. The interentity loan

requirements of section 17-2-107, MCA are accounted for by Montana
State University.
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STATE OF MONTANA

LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR:
SCOTT A. SEACAT

LEGAL COUNSEL:
JOHNW.NORTHEY

i^Uitt sxt tJt^ ^t^hlntx'sxt ^nhiiixx

STATE CAPITOL
HELENA, MONTANA 59620

406/444-3122 DEPUTY LEGISLATIVE AUDITORS:

MARY BRYSON
Operations and EDP Audit

JAMES GILLETT
Financial-Compliance Audit

JIM PELLEGRINI
Performance Audit

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

The Legislative Audit Committee
of the Montana State Legislature:

We have audited the accompanying Balance Sheet of the Montana Extension

Service as of June 30, 1989, and the related Statements of Changes in Fund
Balances and the Statements of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and Other

Changes for each of the two fiscal years ended June 30, 1989. These financial

statements are the responsibility of Montana State University and Extension

Service management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial

statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.

Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable

assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the

accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well

as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our

audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all

material respects, the financial position of the Extension Service as of June 30,

1989, and the changes in its fund balances and the current funds revenues,

expenditures, and other changes for each of the two fiscal years then ended in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

-Respectfully submitted,

James Gillett, CPA
Deputy Legislative Auditor

September 20, 1989
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MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE

BALANCE SHEET

June 30, 1989

ASSETS

CURRENT FUNDS:

Unrestricted:
General operating:

Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

Total general operating

Designated:
Cash
Accounts receivable

Due from other fund groups

Inventories

Total designated

Total unrestricted

Restricted:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Due from other fund groups

Investments (Note 2)

Total restricted

Total current funds

$1.



MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE
BALANCE SHEET (Cont.)

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUND
Unrestricted:
General operating:
Accrued payroll $ 208,786

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 89,848

Due to other fund groups 69,015

Compensated absences payable (Note 4) 685,221

Fund balance (Note 1) (12.308 )

Total general operating

Designated:
Accrued payroll
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities

Due to other fund groups
Compensated absences payable (Note 4)

Fund balance
Total designated

Total unrestricted

Restricted:
Accrued payroll
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Due to other fund groups
Fund balance (Note 1)

Total restricted

Total current funds

PLANT FUNDS:

Investment in plant:

Lease Payable $ 7,260

Net investment in plant 889,625

See notes to financial statements.
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MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1989

Current Funds

Unrestricted

Revenue and other additions:

Current funds revenue

Expended for plant facilities

(including $105,029 charged

to current funds expenditure)

Total revenue and other

additions

Expenditures and other deductions:

Current funds expenditures

Leases payable

General

Operating Designated Restricted

$4,427,677 $1,333,714 $1,160,083

4.427.677 1.333.714 1.160.083

3.777,456 1,266,468 1,092,248

Plant Funds

Investment

in Plant

$105.029

105.029

7.260

Total expenditures and other

deductions



MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1988

Current Funds

Unrestricted

General

Operating Designated Restricted

Plant Funds

Investment

in Plant

Revenue and other additions:

Current funds revenue

Expended for plant facilities

(including $69,140 charged

to current funds expenditure)

Total revenue and other

additions

Expenditures and other deductions:

Current funds expenditures

Total expenditures and other

deductions

Net increase (decrease) for the year

Fund balances at beginning of

year as previously reported

Adjustments: (Notes 1 & 4)

Prior year revenues

Prior year expenditures

Conipensated absences payable

Other

Total adjustments

Fund balances at beginning of

year as adjusted

Fund balances at end of year

$4,355,652 $1,118,025 $1,127,835

4.355.652



MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1989

Unrestricted
General
Operating Designated Restricted Total

Revenues

:

Federal appropriations $1,893,510 - - $1,893,510

State appropriations



MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1988

Unrestricted

General

Operating Designated Restricted Total

Revenues:

Federal appropriations $1,829,268 $1,829,268

State appropriations

Federal grants and contracts

State grants and contracts

Private gifts, grants and contracts

Other sources



MONTANA EXTENSION SERVICE

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

JUNE 30. 1989

Summary of significant accounting policies

Related parties:

Montana State University, Montana Agricultural Experiment
Station, and Montana Extension Service are related through

common management and control; however, they are separate and
distinct agencies and they receive separate federal and state

appropriations. These agencies have certain related-party

transactions, including sharing office facilities, management,
accounting and office services. The accounts of Montana
Agricultural Experiment Station and Montana State University have
not been included in the accompanying financial statements.

Financial statements:

The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the

accrual basis in accordance with generally accepted accounting

principles for colleges and universities except as noted hereafter.

The statement of current funds revenues, expenditures, and other

changes is a statement of financial activities of current funds

related to the current reporting period and does not purport to

present the results of operations or the net income or loss for the

period.

Fund balance for unrestricted general operating funds includes

$2,335 allocated for encumbrances and unfunded liability of

$685,221 for compensated absences payable.

Fund accounting:

The accounts of the Extension Service are maintained in

accordance with the principles of fund accounting wherein
resources are classified for accounting purposes into funds that are

identified by the limitations and restrictions placed upon their use.

Separate accounts are maintained for each fund; however, accounts

with common characteristics are combined into fund groups and
reflected as such in the accompanying financial statements.

Current funds:

The current funds group includes economic resources expendable

in performing the primary objectives of the Extension Service, i.e..

Public Service, Institutional Support, and Operation and
Maintenance of Plant. The current funds group has two basic

distinct sub-groups: Unrestricted Funds which have no
expenditure restrictions, and Restricted Funds which have

expenditure restrictions. Unrestricted current funds are comprised
of the following:
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Plant funds:

General Operating - utilized for general operations in

performing the primary objectives of the Extension Service.

Designated - utilized for educational related service

activities; these funds are separately classified in order to

accumulate and distinguish the costs of specialized service

function areas.

Investment in plant - denotes the cost of long-term
institutional assets and related liabilities.

Inventory:

Inventory of paper and supplies are valued at cost (first-in, first-

out method).

Plant and equipment:

At June 30, 1989, investment in plant was adjusted $146,520 to

reflect the totals in the property control subsidiaries. Effective

July 1, 1988, the equipment capitalization level increased from
$200 to $500.

Depreciation:

No provision has been made for depreciation of plant facilities in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for

colleges and universities.

Allowances for bad debts:

An allowance for bad debts has not been recorded. Losses from
bad debts are recorded as adjustments to revenue in the year in

which they are deemed uncollectible.

Allocated for encumbrances:

The Extension Service records encumbrances of general operating

funds as expenditures in conformance with the Statewide Budgeting
and Accounting System.

At June 30, 1989, the Extension Service had encumbered $2,335 of
general operating funds that are not included in expenditures in the

accompanying financial statements. The accrual basis of
accounting provides that expenditures include only amounts
associated with goods and services received and that liabilities

include only the unpaid amounts associated with such transactions.

Investments

Investments are carried at cost, which approximate market value at

June 30, 1989. Investments at June 30, 1989 consist of the following:
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Cost
State of Montana short-term investment pool $ 1 .052

The investments at June 30, 1989 are owned by the following funds:

Current funds

:

Restricted $ 1.052

Retirement plans

Eligible employees of the Extension Service are members of the Montana
Public Employees Retirement System, Montana Teacher's Retirement
System, U.S. Civil Services Retirement System or TIAA/CREF Optional
Retirement Plan. The state of Montana retirement plans were determined
to be actuarially sound by the most recent biennial valuations. The U.S.

Civil Services Retirement System is not controlled by the state of Montana.
The Extension Service contributions to these plans were approximately

$338,000 for fiscal year 1987-88 and $355,000 for fiscal year 1988-89.

Commitments and contingencies

Compensated absences payable:

As of December 31 of each year, employees can accumulate
vacation leave up to twice the number of leave days earned
annually and sick leave can be accumulated without limitation.

Upon termination, the employee is paid the accumulated vacation

leave and 25 percent of the accumulated sick leave. Vacation and
sick leave payments are recorded as an expenditure at the time they

are paid to the employee.

Due to system limitations, the change in the compensated absences

payable amount is stated as an adjustment and not identified with
the fiscal period earned or utilized by the employee.

Leases:

The Extension Service reserves the right to limit the amount of

expenditures associated with lease contracts without penalty when,
in the sole judgment of the University, annual funding or program
changes necessitate. Capital lease agreements at June 30, 1989

totaled $7,260 and are added to net investment in plant. Annual
payments are:

Fiscal Year Amount
1989-90 $2,420
1990-91 2,420
1991-92 2.420

Total $7,260
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MONTANA ^^'^® °' ^^^ President

^r»ijii-|^p 103 Montana Hall

• ^ 1/\1 EL Montana State University

I llVll\/C7l30n^V Bozeman, Montana 59717
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FAX 406-994-2893

I893»CENTENNIAL»1993

April 9, 1990

Mr. Scott Seacat
Legislative Auditor
Capitol Complex, Room 135
Helena, Mt 59620

Dear Scott:

The responses of MSU to the audit recommendations of the OLA for
MSU, the Extension Service, and the Agricultural Experiment Station
financial activity for fiscal years 1987-88 and 1988-89 are
submitted herewith. We are pleased to receive an unqualified audit
opinion on our financial statements. We will continue striving to
maintain a high degree of accountability in our recording and
reporting process.

The OLA report notes some serious issues which we have been dealing
with since completing our May 1989 internal audit report. We are
pleased that we have been able to address several of the concerns
and have formulated resolution of a number of others, though
limited resources prohibit resolution as quickly as we would like.
The audit report reinforces many of the concerns we have been
addressing, but the reader must recognize that your audit was
conducted shortly after our internal audit report was released.
As you are aware, our internal audit focused on one academic
department, and much of your audit report was also based upon and
directed at that same department.

In your report you expressed concern that you are unable to provide
assurance to Federal grantors that MSU's grants and contracts (G&C)
controls are adequate to ensure compliance with terms and
conditions of federal programs. We do not believe that the
magnitude of the findings and the materiality associated with those
findings should result in such a statement. While we acknowledge
the existence of certain problems, we strongly assert that the
management of the GSiC program is basically sound. We base our
position on the following facts: 1) The identified control
problems were primarily associated with a single academic
department. We do not believe the findings from one department
should be extrapolated to the entire G&C system. 2) The
identified problem accounts represent less than 1% of the total
G&C activity for the period under review. 3) Several
circumstances which led to the findings were not within the
University's purview. We simply cannot control a firm's
bankruptcy, the death of a principal investigator (PI) or the exit
of a PI who fails to complete a project to the satisfaction of the
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Mr. Scott Seacat
April 9, 1990
Page 2

grantor. 4) Federal rules governing G&C activities are often in
conflict with State rules or interpretation of these rules. For
example, the auditors concluded that MSU had expended money for the
Yellowstone Fire Symposium sponsored by the National Science
Foundation without having received authorization. MSU had received
verbal authorization and complied with Federal regulations
regarding pre-award expenditures. Thus, the conclusion that these
costs are "questioned" is misleading.

We agree that our internal control system can be improved and have
initiated steps to strengthen our system. Our concern is with the
auditor's judgment call regarding the G&C system. What is the
threshold beyond which such a negative conclusion is rendered? It
is our contention that the facts do not support the auditor's
conclusion that assurance cannot be provided to Federal grantors
regarding MSU's G&C program management. The auditors have publicly
stated on numerous occasions that MSU has historically maintained
very strong controls. These same controls are still in place and
we agree that they must be consistently enforced.

We can document the actions MSU has taken to address the audit
concerns, which include the following.

1) We have formalized deficit retirement procedures.
Numerous problem accounts have already been resolved
through written agreements with the Pi's. Formal fiscal
responsibility has been established for Pi's who in the
future spend in excess of their authorized budget.

2) MSU has billed sponsoring agencies for the large cost
reimbursable contracts, which will reduce our reliance
upon State funds, and has written to the primary
sponsoring agencies seeking reconfirmation of the
"unallowable costs" for the questioned equipment
purchase.

3) Organizational responsibility for Chemistry Stores has
been re-assigned from an academic department to an
administrative department, and internal controls over
purchases, sales, and the pricing structure have been
implemented. Chemistry Stores was directed last fall to
cease purchases of capital equipment.

4) The use of Already Received Purchase Requisitions
(ARPR's) has been curbed, and a task force has developed
a report detailing where violations are occurring so we
can follow with corrective action. The ARPR form and
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Mr. Scott Seacat
April 9, 1990
Page 3

the accompanying instructions-for-use are being revised
to specifically reflect the administrative policies
governing exigency purchases.

5) In September 1989 MSU suspended use of "User Agreements"
until the conflict between Federal and State laws can be
resolved.

6) Use of the Contingency Revolving Fund(CRF) is being
monitored closely for adherence with State rules and
regulations. We have implemented multiple administrative
reviews for check requests over $5,000 and $25,000 and
have arranged alternative travel payment methods with
local travel agents.

MSU continues to be faced with expectations of "doing more with
less." Our G&C program has experienced unprecedented growth the
past five years, almost doubling, while our staffing levels have
remained constant. G&C activity has contributed significantly to
our survival, particularly in the acquisition of capital equipment
for instructional use. To address these demands, MSU has engaged
external consultants to review the G&C organizational structure,
reporting structure, staffing levels, operations support, and
policy and procedure guides.

We look forward to meeting with the Audit Committee to discuss the
audit report and our responses.

Sincerely

William J
Presidenf

cc: Commissioner of Higher Education
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 1 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU IMPLEMENT A FORMAL PLAN TO ELIMINATE CASH
DEFICITS CAUSED BY OVERSPENDING IN GRANT AND CONTRACT ACCOUNTS.

RESPONSE NO. 1 -

In several instances, MSU has incurred deficits in our grant
and contract accounts due to no fault of the institution. In one
instance the principal investigator (PI) died during the grant
period and could not fulfill the terms and conditions of the grant.
As a result of the Pi's death the University incurred a $20,972
deficit. In a second instance, the project sponsor instituted
bankruptcy proceedings and could not reimburse the institution for
our expenditures, resulting in a deficit of $4 3,931. In a third
case, a former faculty member left the University without
fulfilling the terms of his contract, resulting in a deficit of
$20,263. The University has pursued legal action and will receive
periodic $2,500 payments until the full principal is reimbursed.
In a fourth account, the deficit occurred when a private company
refused to reimburse us in accordance with the contract terms. We
are currently pursuing collection on this matter through legal
channels.

MSU is very concerned with these deficits, and where possible,
has been actively pursuing collection. We also understand that
existing resources, such as indirect cost returns, will have to be
used to retire these deficits.

Deficits are part of the risk the University assumes when we
accept grants and contracts. While the appearance is poor indeed,
when put in perspective, they represent less than 1% ($631,690 of
approximately $73,000,000) of the total dollar volume activity
during the period. In addition, the University has retired
previous deficits and will continue to pursue its plan for deficit
retirement.

The Legislative audit report states that these account
"deficits" are recorded as "receivables." This is incorrect.
Instead, taking a conservative approach based upon a previous OLA
audit recommendation, the University sums the negative accounts
with the positive accounts, including the cost-reimbursable
receivables to determine the net "receivable" balance for financial
statement purposes.

The question of "unallowable costs" is a technical audit issue
regarding Federal grants and contracts. For the Federal NIH
project examples referenced in the audit report, $165,782 are
"questioned costs" only because they exceed the grant budgets and
are recorded in the grant accounts, not because of the nature of
the expenditures. Full reimbursement of these two grants has been
received at their authorized level and these expenditures do not
represent potential liabilities for repayment to the Federal
government. The G&C overruns discussed represent University
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obligations which may be funded from any source determined
appropriate by the University administration, just as other
overruns in other accounts and fund groups are resolved. Of the
$165,782 obligation, all but $58,500 has been resolved and
eliminated.

It is important to note that MSU was well aware of the G&C
account deficit problems, and that the deficits were not being
ignored or hidden. We have been pursuing the deficit account
elimination on an informal basis as funds have been available. We
have formalized the deficit retirement process in order to monitor
and record progress.

WE CONCUR, and can document an on-going plan to eliminate cash
deficits in grant and contract accounts as resources are available.
We have budgeted a FY 91 deficit reduction pool of $195,100. This
pool is funded by indirect cost returns from those departments
responsible for the deficits. We anticipate continuance of this
deficit reduction commitment until all deficits have been retired.
Moreover, we will continue to pursue legal action (breach of
contracts, bankruptcy, etc.) where appropriate.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 2 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU MANAGEMENT:

A. IMPLEMENT PROCEDURES TO STRENGTHEN BUDGETARY CONTROLS OVER
GRANTS AND CONTRACTS.

B. ESTABLISH RESPONSIBILITY FOR OVERSPENDING BY PRINCIPAL
INVESTIGATORS

.

C. REQUIRE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS TO PROVIDE MORE TIMELY
INFORMATION TO THE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS OFFICE.

D. MONITOR EXPENDITURES MORE CLOSELY FOR COMPLIANCE WITH
ESTABLISHED BUDGETS.

RESPONSE NO. 2 -

Budgetary controls at the departmental level require
cooperation and a timely information exchange between the principal
investigator, the department head and the research administration.
Established internal controls which prevent over-expenditures must
be adhered to or they become ineffective. The three examples in
the text of the audit report are drawn from the same department
referred to throughout the report - a department which hosts one
of the finest and most widely recognized teaching and research
facilities in the northwest. Unfortunately, in working to develop
that facility, numerous internal controls were bypassed, as noted
in our May 1989 internal audit report dealing with this department.



Example #1 referenced on page 9 refers to equipment which was
requisitioned in April 1987. A purchase order was issued in late
June that year, charging the purchase to a designated account fund.
The invoice from the vendor was dated August 1987, and the funding
source was changed via a memo dated December 8, 1988. The purchase
order was finalized December 15, 1988 and the payment authorization
was processed on that date. A clerical error was made in recording
the year the payment was made, FY88 rather than FY87. Several
factors such as equipment testing and acceptance contributed to the
delayed payment to the vendor.

Example #2 represents a partial transaction of a very large
and complex purchase agreement. When a major piece of equipment
was purchased, a technical addition (5mm probe and support system)
was included in the purchase through a sub-contract with another
vendor. During the term of the contract, the sub-contractor broke
relations with the original vendor and MSU was asked to deal
directly with the sub-contractor to obtain the necessary probe.
MSU agreed to do this, but noted that the probe must be delivered
and tested to ensure that it was satisfactory before payment would
be made. The probe was provided to MSU in October 1988, and it was
invoiced on March 31, 1989, The probe and system were accepted in
early July 1989 after extensive testing, and the payment
authorization was received in the MSU Business Office in late
August 1989.

Example #3 reflects a difference of $66.24 between recorded
and reported expenditures. The sponsor required a specific
expenditure reporting format which differed from the State
Budgeting and Accounting System (SBAS) format. This meant
preparing a report using different expenditure object codes and
classifications. We believe that with the exception noted above,
the MSU records do support the final report submitted to the
sponsoring agency. We received full payment from the sponsor and
reimbursed the $66.24 to the sponsor on May 5, 1988.

WE CONCUR with #2 (A) that we must rigorously enforce
compliance with established internal controls through adherence
with policies and procedures.

WE CONCUR with #2 (B) and have supporting written documentation
which reflect agreements for responsibility with principal
investigators for any over-expenditures. We are formalizing the
financial responsibility for G&C account deficits among the various
levels of the University organization to reflect the
organizational structure. The departments responsible for grant
and contract deficits are being held accountable and the
departmental indirect cost returns are being used to resolve those
deficits. MSU has also contracted with a team of consultants to
review financial responsibilities, and recommend policies and
procedures which are appropriate to ensure good internal control.
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WE CONCUR with #2(C) and have long pressed for timely and
accurate information from the principal investigators. However,
we find it extremely difficult to force this issue, particularly
when vendors are complaining about unpaid invoices and the
principal investigators are complaining about sub-standard
equipment and unfulfilled purchase orders. We believe that it is
in the best interests of the State to only obtain and pay for
equipment which meets the needs and standards of the investigator,
in accordance with the terms and conditions of the purchase orders.

WE CONCUR with #2 (D) and have implemented several internal
controls which will flag expenditure requisitions for approval and
for funding needs, as well as reviewing and freezing those accounts
where the expenditures and encumbrances have approached 95% of the
authorized project level.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 3 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU OBTAIN WRITTEN DOCUMENTATION OF GRANT AWARDS
AND SECURE FUNDING SOURCES BEFORE EXPENDING FUNDS FOR GRANTS AND
CONTRACTS PROJECTS.

RESPONSE NO. 3 -

Example #1 in the OLA audit report does not accurately reflect
the activity which took place. The expenditure of $16,281 was
based upon verbal commitments made prior to receipt of the written
award notice. Receiving verbal commitments to authorize pre-award
expenditures are relatively common in G&C. In this particular
case, MSU was requested to host a symposium on the fires in
Yellowstone Park. The National Science Foundation (NSF) and other
sponsors wanted the symposium held expeditiously in order to
facilitate gathering critical data before winter, and thus, the
pre-award expenditures were authorized. On October 11, 1988, a new
G&C account was established for the $5000 received from one
sponsor, and the receipt of an additional $27,500 from other
sponsors was pending. These additional verbal commitments met
MSU's requirements for establishing this account. The National
Science Foundation formally awarded $20,000 on April 19, 1989,
through an existing NSF grant.

The NSF and other agencies have formal guidelines for pre-
award expenditures using the Organizational Prior Approval System
(OPAS) . In order to use OPAS, as authorized by NSF, the following
must occur:

A) there must be a written request from the principal
investigator for authorization to proceed,

B) the principal investigator must obtain the name,
address, and telephone number of the sponsoring
agency representative or program director.
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C) the institutional research committee must
review the potential commitment to the
department and principal investigator if the
award does not materialize, for whatever
reason,

D) the institutional research committee must
obtain a verbal commitment from the sponsoring
agency,

E) the institutional research committee members
must discuss the situation and either approve
or deny the action, and

F) upon approval by the institutional research
committee, the project is established and the
principal investigator is advised in writing
that their department accepts the potential
liability for expenditures if the award does
not materialize for whatever reason.

Example #2 from the OLA audit report also inaccurately
portrays the events regarding the remodeling of a new professor's
laboratory. The $80,000 from existing indirect cost recoveries was
committed by the University, and an agreement was signed to allow
an additional $50,000 commitment from departmental funds and/or
from the professor's anticipated G&C project indirect cost
recoveries.

The bill for $35,145 was paid by the Physical Plant as a means
of immediately satisfying the vendor. For whatever reason, payment
for two previous invoices had been delayed, and MSU chose to pay
the vendor immediately. It was our intent to correct the
expenditure as soon as the appropriate accounts were identified.
MSU has made the expenditure correction to the proper G&C account.

Example #3 from the OLA audit report referencing the "mini-
rental" designated account contained only one unfunded user
agreement payment as of June 30, 1989. The unfunded payment has
been made by the department responsible. The remainder of the
balance in the account provided a faculty start-up package and
equipped a laboratory facility. Using departmental indirect cost
returns, $14,611 has been paid to the "mini-rental" account this
fiscal year and the remainder is budgeted for repayment over the
next three years. The account has been used primarily to record
collections of user fees which are transmitted periodically to the
MSU Foundation, as discussed later in this response.

WE PARTIALLY CONCUR with this recommendation, as it is
standard practice to obtain verbal rather than written notification
of grant awards which allows MSU to exercise the pre-award
expenditure option in order to execute obligations in a timely
manner. To wait until written authorization is received would
severely hamper critical research efforts where the immediate
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collection of data or conduct of business is of the utmost
importance. We will, however, provide better file documentation
for an audit trail when verbal awards are offered and accepted.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 4 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU:

A. STRENGTHEN PROCEDURES TO TRACK MATCHING AND COST SHARING
REQUIREMENTS IN GRANT RECORDS OF THE GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
OFFICE TO ENSURE GRANT REQUIREMENTS ARE MET; AND

B. IMPROVE DOCUMENTATION OF GRANT ACTIVITY IN THE GRANT CONTROL
SYSTEM.

The examples used were again from the department previously
referenced. MSU recognizes the need to carefully and fully
document grant files, but takes exception to the statement in
example #1 that the $100,000 is a "questioned cost." The
documentation for this expenditure of funds was not centralized at
the time of the audit, but was fully supported with written
narrative. Essentially, the funds were used to network chemistry
computing equipment with other computing resources.

Billing for this project was submitted to the sponsoring
agency periodically, but reimbursement was refused until the
equipment was tested and approved, and the support documentation
was provided. The final project billing was submitted to the
sponsoring agency on January 24, 1990, a subsequent facility site
visit was conducted, and the facility was approved by the sponsor.

In reference to example #2 , it is important to note that MSU
had submitted the final report and billing for reimbursement and
the file had been closed subsequent to the audit. The matching
documentation has been provided to the sponsoring agency.

WE CONCUR with both 4 (A&B) and will take the necessary steps
to more carefully document the grant files, and track and record
the matching expenditures in accordance with our existing
procedures.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 5 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU:

A. REVIEW PROCEDURES TO ENSURE AUTOMATIC BILLINGS CORRECTLY
CLASSIFY EXPENDITURES IN THE ACCOUNTING RECORDS.

B. REVIEW AUTOMATIC BILLINGS TO GRANT PROJECTS TO IDENTIFY
INSTANCES OF UNALLOWABLE EQUIPMENT PURCHASES OR MARKUPS.
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C. CHARGE ONLY ACTUAL COSTS FOR EQUIPMENT PURCHASES BILLED TO
GRANT PROJECTS.

D. RE-EVALUATE THE ROLE OF CHEMISTRY STORES EQUIPMENT PURCHASES.

RESPONSE NO. 5 -

Again, it is important to note that the examples provided in
the OLA audit report were drawn specifically from the department
identified previously.

WE CONCUR with #5 (A) and have directed Chemistry Stores to
refer all purchases for other than chemistry supplies to the MSU
Purchasing Department. The automatic billing system will
appropriately object code all sales through Chemistry Stores as
supply expenditures.

WE DO NOT CONCUR with #5(B), as it would be an inappropriate
use of staff time to review supply purchases paid for through the
automatic billing function. No University automatic billing
entities are allowed to purchase eguipment for re-sale as Chemistry
Stores was doing.

We believe that the principal investigators must be
responsible for making purchases which are in accordance with the
grant or contract terms. As a means of strengthening our internal
control system, we are having a consultant prepare a written
procedures guide for principal investigators.

WE CONCUR with #5(C) and have recognized that this is an
important Federal compliance issue. Re-directing the purchasing
responsibility to our Purchasing Department will ensure that we are

in compliance.

WE CONCUR with #5(D) and have directed Chemistry Stores to

cease purchasing equipment for re-sale. In addition, because of

numerous problems with Chemistry Stores, we have re-assigned the
responsibility for Chemistry Stores management from the academic
department to an administrative department.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 6 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU MONITOR CASH BALANCES AND REQUEST GRANT
MONEYS IN A MANNER WHICH MINIMIZES THE NECESSITY FOR STATE FUNDS
TO ADVANCE CASH TO GRANT PROGRAMS.

RESPONSE NO. 6 -

Upon reviewing the increasing level of State funds used to

temporarily support grant activity on page 18 of the OLA audit
report, the reader must also recognize that grant and contract
activity at MSU has grown dramatically from an FY84 total of

$9,067,789 to an FY89 total of $15,775,928. We are projecting an
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FY90 total of $17,400,000. The vast majority of G&C contracts are
cost reimbursable, and the temporary use of State funds is a cost
of participating in this type of G&C funded activity. Cost
reimbursement is governed by the terms of the grant contract.

MSU has taken steps to decrease reliance on advanced State
funds for grant programs. The audit report refers to the ordering
of reimbursement funds after the monthly payroll as one major step
in better cash management. In addition, MSU has significantly
increased the number of contracts which allow monthly billing for
reimbursement, though we must still abide by the billing terms of
the contract. Wire transfers are utilized to avoid delays with the
reimbursements, and requisitions must be approved by the G&C
administration, which also allows Federal funds to be ordered in
anticipation of the receipt of major equipment.

Delayed payment for cost reimbursable grants and contracts
with other State agencies also contributes to our cash management
problems. In excess of 12% ($235,270) of our receivables balance
for the month of March 1990 is due to unpaid billings over 30 days
old from other State agencies, including Office of Public
Instruction, Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, Department of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Department of Highways, and Department
of Agriculture.

WE CONCUR with this recommendation and are making every
reasonable effort to reduce lost interest income on State funds and
still comply with Federal regulations. It should be noted that
past Federal audit reports were critical of MSU for maintaining any
Federal cash balances. It is impossible to not incur deficits in
State funds without maintaining cash balances of Federal funds.
MSU is thus placed in a compromised position where resolution to
the satisfaction of all parties is available only through
instantaneous cash transfers as expenditures occur. MSU will seek
to address this conflict, possibly through a change in State
Statute as was done for the Department of Social and Rehabilitation
Services and the Department of Highways.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 7 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU COMPLY WITH STATE PURCHASING LAWS FOR EQUIPMENT
ACQUISITIONS.

RESPONSE NO. 7 -

WE CONCUR with this recommendation, not only for the purchase
of equipment, but for all purchases. In 1981, MSU established a
formal agreement, policies, and procedures with the MSU Foundation
to allow "on behalf of financing" through the user agreements.
This legal arrangement allowed MSU to make a formal request to the
Foundation for capital equipment, the Foundation purchased the
desired equipment using their funding, and the department which
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made the request then paid a period charge based upon actual use
of the equipment. This procedure called for payments for the use
of the equipment until the Foundation recaptured all of its costs
of purchasing and providing the equipment. The IRS Codes required
the Foundation to gift the equipment to MSU at that time, and MSU
recorded the gift at fair market value.

In a single instance concerning the department previously
identified, the procedures which govern the use of this agreement
were breached. Though MSU recognizes the use agreement as an
accepted method of procurement for capital equipment, the purchaser
must adhere to the procedures set forth in the MSU/ Foundation
agreement, or the purchase takes on other appearances which may not
be appropriate or recognized by MSU. Because it was MSU's intent
to provide equipment using this legal, recognized, and accepted
means of procurement, the grant proposals and subsequent
correspondence with the sponsors relate how the purchases were to
occur. To confirm that we are in compliance with the terms and
conditions of the contracts, MSU has written to each of the Federal
sponsors and asked for re-confirmation of this specific issue.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 8 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU MANAGEMENT LIMIT THE USE OF ALREADY RECEIVED
PURCHASE REQUISITIONS AND EXIGENCY PURCHASES TO EMERGENCY
SITUATIONS AS REQUIRED BY STATE POLICY.

RESPONSE NO. 8 -

WE CONCUR and have taken steps to more closely monitor such
use on a campus wide basis. A task force has been established to
review use of Already Received Purchase Requisitions (ARPR's), and
directives have been issued to certain departments advising them
that ARPR's will not be allowed except for true emergencies. We
already have or will be implementing the following internal
controls: 1) requiring departments to improve their justification
for the use of ARPR's; 2) re-designing the ARPR form so that it
is very clear that such use is to be only for emergencies; 3)
advising those who authorize ARPR's that approval must be based
upon the need to address a true emergency; and 4) working
administratively with those departments which appear to be abusing
the use of ARPR's by utilizing other available alternatives for
frequent purchases of an unknown nature or quantity. Those who do
not abide will be forced to return the goods and settle with the
vendor. We believe that there is a need for legitimate ARPR's, and
are willing to abide by the procedures governing their use.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 9 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU MANAGEMENT CONTROL GRANT AND CONTRACT EXPENDITURES
AND ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS.
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RESPONSE NO, 9 -

WE CONCUR with this recommendation, as noted in Response No.
2, and are taking the appropriate and necessary steps to better
ensure that activities are in compliance with already-established
policies and procedures. Where necessary, internal controls are
being strengthened through the development of additional
procedures, and oversight of activities is being increased as
needed.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 10 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU RECORD THE MUSEUM DEPARTMENT OPERATIONS ON ITS
ACCOUNTING RECORDS.

RESPONSE NO. 10 -

WE CONCUR and are taking steps to further clarify the
relationship between the Museum of the Rockies, Inc. and MSU. We
have asked that all operating funds provided to the Museum
Department by the Museum Inc. be formally transmitted as a
contracted activity, effective July 1, 1990. All MSU revenues and
expenditures in support of the Museum Department will be
appropriately recorded and reported. The Museum Department will
be treated as any other department with respect to budgeting,
accounting, and reporting, just as is currently being done with
regard to personnel practices, travel, and purchasing.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 11 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU USE THE CONTINGENT REVOLVING ACCOUNT IN COMPLIANCE
WITH STATE POLICY.

RESPONSE NO. 11 -

WE CONCUR and believe we have taken steps to better control
the use of the Contingent Revolving Fund (CRF) . After receiving
a similar audit recommendation two years ago, MSU implemented
several controls to reduce the use of the CRF. Unfortunately, our
reduction efforts were offset by other operational changes. These
primary changes included: 1) the implementation of a new financial
computing software system, and 2) the elimination of Travel
Purchase Order (TPO) use to strengthen internal controls. The TPO
use was eliminated when an internal audit revealed that TPO's were
not being used in accordance with University policies, and the
necessary Travel Justifications were not being submitted as
required. Together, these two changes resulted in a 30% increase
in CRF activity. When elements #1 & #2 are combined with our
improved CRF controls, the net change in activity was negligible
and it appears that MSU did not implement the previous audit
recommendation. That is an incorrect conclusion.
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We continue to exercise improved controls over the use of the
CRF. In December 1989, we were able to work out an arrangement
with the local travel agents which will eliminate the use of the
CRF for travel, except for true unanticipated travel. This change,
combined with other changes, has resulted in a 35% decrease in use
of the CRF the past three months.

In order to better ensure compliance in use of the CRF, the
bank signature cards have been updated, and multiple review and
signatures are now required for claims exceeding $5,000. Claims
which exceed $25,000 must be reviewed and approved at the Vice
Presidential level if they are to be paid with a CRF check. A
decrease in the use of ARPR's should also result in a decrease in
the use of the CRF, as tardy payments are often being made for
goods. The individual review of each claim presented for payment
with a CRF check has also reduced the volume of use of the CRF.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 12 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU:

A. RETURN $207,063 TO THE GENERAL FUND.
B. COMPLY WITH SECTION 17-2-208, MCA, AND USE NON-GENERAL FUND

MONEY FIRST.
C. RECORD EXPENDITURES ONLY WHEN A VALID OBLIGATION EXISTS.

RESPONSE WO. 12 -

MSU received written notification of the accepted energy
conservation grant prior to the end of FY88. In order to accept
the energy conservation grant, MSU was required to provide $135,538
in matching funds. Since southwest Montana had experienced a

milder than anticipated winter, and since we had received written
notification of the grant award prior to the end of the fiscal
year, the FY88 energy savings were committed to this energy
conservation project.

The actual grant award arrived in FY89 and preliminary work
began. However, due to a series of unanticipated delays, the work
has not yet been completed, and a request for an extension has been
submitted to and approved by The Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation, the sponsoring agency.

The engineering analysis for this project reflects an
estimated annual savings of approximately $79,912. The total
project cost was $404,882. State funds financed one-half of the
total project costs. At current electric rates, the average
payback period is approximately 2.5 years. Our ability to commit
year-end savings will result in significant energy savings over the
life of the buildings at MSU. MSU had demonstrated to the Finance
sub-committee and the Legislative Fiscal Analyst that significant
energy savings could accrue if funds could be invested in energy
conservation matching grant programs. The Legislature agreed with
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our position and asked that we reinvest all future energy savings
for either energy savings programs or deferred maintenance. This
project is the result of our legislative agreement. Had MSU not
been advised in FY88 that the grant award was forthcoming, the
energy savings would have instead been used for other campus
maintenance projects.

WE DO NOT CONCUR with recommendation #12 (A) . We believe that
we acted in the best interests of the State and that we were in
full compliance with established policies and procedures, as well
as Legislative intent, when the funds were set aside for energy
conservation and when other funds were used for remodeling, as
noted below.

WE CONCUR with recommendation #12 (B) , and believe that we are
in full compliance with the referenced Statute. When MSU began
the construction project, the $150,000 from Auxiliary funds was to
be used for renovation of part of a facility which could then be
rented to other campus entities on a recharge basis. Later in 1989
when the Legislature approved the partial building occupation for
State activities and appropriated the operational support costs for
those State supported entities, the costs associated with
remodeling for the State activities were corrected and funded with
State funds.

MSU erred in not appropriately updating the Plant fund account
from $150,000 to $225,000 when it was determined that the
Legislature had approved the takeover of the building and provided
the operational support costs. This would have clarified the
matter, and had the $71,525 in State funds not been used to fund
State-related expenditures in the renovation, they would have been
used for other planned projects awaiting funding.

WE CONCUR with recommendation #12 (C) and believe that we have
properly complied with this both in form and in function.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 13 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU RECORD PROFITS FROM FIXED PRICE CONTRACTS AND
ADMINISTRATIVE COST ALLOWANCES IN THE UNRESTRICTED FUND.

RESPONSE NO. 13 -

WE CONCUR with this recommendation and are developing
procedures to identify the few fixed price contracts which are
administered annually and which are completed at less than contract
price so that the residual funds can be recorded in the designated
Unrestricted Fund.

The cash receipt for the largest single deposit of
administrative cost allowances ($17,940) designated the deposit to
the General Operations unrestricted account. However, the wrong
account number was used by MSU. This deposit has been corrected
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in the accounting records. While it is difficult to prevent human
error, in the future, SBAS reports will be referenced by the MSU
Financial Aid administration to ensure that deposits are credited
to the proper account.

RECOMMENDATION NO. 14 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU ACCOUNT FOR CAPITAL LEASES IN ACCORDANCE WITH
GENERALLY ACCEPTED ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES.

RESPONSE NO. 14 -

We believe that if the terms of the User Agreements are
followed, that they do not constitute a capital lease. Varying
levels of payment are made over a period not to exceed three years,
and there is no recorded liability since the MSU Foundation is
responsible for the equipment in the event of default on payment.
In accordance with GAAP, the fair market value of the equipment is
recorded at the time the equipment is gifted to MSU.

WE CONCUR with this recommendation and annually report such
agreements as required. All User Agreements have been fulfilled
by MSU and if this system is a problem, alternative methods of
acquiring future capital equipment will be explored.

RfcCOMMENDATION NO. 15 -

WE RECOMMEND MSU RECORD EXPENDITURES IN THE PROPER YEAR IN
COMPLIANCE WITH STATE ACCOUNTING POLICY.

RESPONSE NO. 15 -

WE CONCUR with this recommendation and will make every
reasonable effort to ensure such compliance in recording
expenditures in the proper year.
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